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KERS STREAM TO SHO
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1956

Price 15c

Homemakers from throughout the area came streaming into the Tri-State Defender's third annual home show
at Club Ebony on Wednesday where they were getting
the thrills of their lives viewing the 25 booths, enjoying
the excellent entertainment and winning some 1,500 free

prizes.
Impressed by the turnout for!sion of the show.
the grand opening and ribbon cut- ' The atmosphere
of the show
ting at which John H. Sengstacke,, was much that of a mammoth
"unpublisher of Defender Publica- der
the big top" production Wedtions, was a oarticipant, Exposinesday afternoon as colorful Bob
tion Director L. Alex Wilson said Roberson,
official MC, Mrs. Franmovthe trend of attendance was
kelle Wand and William Sutton of
ing toward a new record for any Chicago,
kept things moving in
showing of the three-day exposithe building.
tion.
Those attending the show tonight
First prizes, in the form of crisp
(Thursday, May 3), will be treat$I bills, were passed out to the
to entertainment by two instrufirst SO women to enter the home ed
mental
groups from Melrose and
show.
High schools and selecThey were just the uncapping of Manassas
a bin of prizes which will include tions from the prize - Winning
Ward Chapel CME choir.
a $500 hot Point refrigerator, a
Musical aggregations from Shelliving room suite, a kitchen set
and many, many other valuable by and Fayette counties will provide the music for the final night
prizes including well-chucked food
of
the big show.
baskets.
Housewives desiring to enter the
TWO SHOWS DAILY
May 5-8 inclusive will he a gala
Hundreds of the valuable free home show's Attractive Boot h
Contest can obtain entry blanks
period for Elks in Memphis.
prizes are still to be awarded and j
The dates mark the annual consome won't be announced until the i from Tri-State Defender newspapvention of the Tennessee State Asfinal night of the show, this Fri- / ers. Papers are on sale in the
Defender's booth manned by persociation of the IBPOE of W. (Inday, May 4. Daily sessions a r e
dependent, Benevolent Protective
from 1:30 Id 4:30 in the after- sonnel from Mrs. Aretta Polka
Order of Elks of the World).
noon and from 7:30 until 11 at I circulation department.
High-points of the four-day sesnight.
sions will be the visit of Hon. ,
Scores of the prizes are being
Scovel Richardson, chairman of
given in booth-by-booth contests
the United States Parole Board,
and the housewife gets in on these
of Washington, D. C.. along with
as she makes her way around the
Hon. Robert H. Johnson, G r and
floor to visit the various booths
Exalted Ruler of the Elks; plus
in the show,
A special feature for Wednes•
Memphis' Dr. W. Herbert Brewday was the appearance by Dadster and his '50-voice a-capella
dy-O-Gibson, topflight organist.
choir. All will appear on the Good
Sunday, May 20, will be 3 redThe Booker T. Washington High
Will Hour Program, Sunday, May
SOMETHING TO SMILE
after nearly three years In
school band, directed by Prof. W. letter day in Negro B apt ist
6. at Beale Avenue Baptist church
ABOUT.. ,When S-Sgt. Thom.
Japan, Korea, and France. T. McDaniel,
furnished music for churches throughout the nation.
at 3:30 p.m. The public is invited
Sgt. Hayes is a career airman • the ribbon cutting.
as
H.
It will be "Seminary Day," and
Hayes
(right)
was
wetBusinessmen
as usual to the Good Will Hour
with seven years of service.
taking part in the exhibition and will he observed with special servcoined to Tennessee State
Program,
His citations include Korean other show personalities
were pre- ices in all churches affiliated with
university's AFROTC detach.
STREET PARADE
campaign, national defense, sented by Mr. Wilson.
the National Baptist Convention,
A street parade will preceed the
ment as an administrative ofand united nations service
A
Incorporated.
popular
stopping
off
place
for
program. It will include bands and
ficer by Major Dudley M. Wat•
medals. A Memphian by birth,
many of the women was t h e
Seminary Day was announced
marching clubs from Nashville, son, air science professor, he
he is married to the former
"stage" kitchen where Mrs. Jana by Dr. Primrose Funches, director
Knoxville, Chattanooga Memphis
registered the joy of being
Miss Juanita Jackson also of
Porter, popular home economist, of promotion.
back in his native Tennessee
and other points. The parade will
the Bluff City.
turns out delectables at every seaThe purpose of the May 20 obbegin at 2 p.m., Sunday, May 6.
servance is to give all members
At 10 p.m., Sunday night, the
of Baptist churches an opportuniannual Elks state bathing beauty
ty to contribute to the financial
contest will be staged at the Elk's
support
of the American Baptist
Rest, "Stairway To The Stars,"
Theological Seminary of Nashville.
on Beale between Fourth and TurTenn.
ley sts.
A MAJOR PROJECT
A Grand Ball will climax the
The Seminary, training school
main entertainment features of
for Baptist ministers and other rethe convention at the Elks alub
A white Baptist minister corn- battle will be won "because we
ligious workers, is one of the maon Monday night at 10 o'clock,
jor projects of the National Bapplained Saturday that many South-! are on God's side because the BiNATIVE OF CHICAGO
tist Convention of the USA, Inc.
church leaders fail to indoc- hie teachers (it)."
Mr. Richardson, a native Ten- • ern
post- trinate youth with the tenets of
The American Baptist Theologis
Rev. Cox scored the United
nessean, holds the highest
The teacher, the policeman tes.
cal seminary comprises 58 acres
States Supreme Court as "n i n e tified,
tion of any Negro appointed by the racial segregation.
asked him to "draw me a of
Rev. Wayne Cox, pastor of tired old men," the National Assochoice land, bedecked with
visenhower Administration. He is
picture" when he was stopped for
beautiful, well-kept buildings
Woodlawn
Terrace
church,
elation
Baptist
for
the
Advancement
of running a red light.
the first Negro in history to be
He a 1 a o The school has
the 1argea4ssentappointed head of the U. S. Pa- made the complaint at a meeting Colored People as "communist led laughed in the officer's face, the
rollment of theologict(1 ,stilants
of the Pro-Southerners of Shelby and inspired," and m oder a te blue-coate
role Board.
d gent claimed before
among such institutionwirovisting
County in Frayser. About 75 per- groups as "ridiculous."
Judge Beverly Boushe
Although born in Nashville, Mr.
ministerial and religious ting
sons attended.
"You
be
can't
moderate
on
this
Richardson was reared and eduSouthern youth has become lazy , issue," he said. "You're either for The teacher was Ekantm Akpan for Negroes. The enreillfrehr this
cated in Chicago. He holds a bachUdoh, 38, of 402 Boyd, who came year is 213,
including stc3S3Ists in
elor's and Master's degree from in its attitude toward maintaining segregation or integration; thiTe's here last year from Negeria, West
the correspondence and eettension
segregation
because
spiritual
leadof
middle
the
no
road."
the University of Illinois and a
Africa,
to
become
an instructor in departments. The studetit4 o
s will not teach God's word—
The minister was introduced by
dy
law degree from the Howard unieducation and psychology at Le- consists of
said.
persons from =states
he
Sullinger
A.
H.
of
Frayser,
temversity School of Law.
Moyne college.
and five foreign countriet. Dr.
He practiced law in Chicago, Citing 10 chapters in the Old porary vice chairman of the ShelTestaments which he by County Pro-Southerners. Mr. Patrolman C. C. Cowart had Ralph W. Riley is president of the
New
and
served as a professor of law at
placed charges of disorderly con- Seminary.
Lincoln university in Missouri, said teach segregation, the Rev. Sullinger called the Rev. Mr. Cox duct and running a red light
Mr.
anti-integration
Cox
said
the
"God-sent
a
man."
and was a member of the Parole
against the instructor. The officer 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111911181111111
Board before being appointed 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110Ill11111111111111111111111111111111111111I1 said he had to blow his
whistle
chairman. He is widely-known and
several times to stop the college
respected for his ability as a lawinstructor after he ran the red
yer and legal authority.
light.
FATHER OF FOUR
However, Mr. Udoh and Dr. Hol(AN EDITORIAL)
MARTINEZ, Calif.—(INS)—.
Mr. Richardson is married and
lis F. Price, president of the colContractor J. M. McChesney.
the father of four girls. He is a
The hue and cry that a number of spokesmen for the lege, testified that due to Udoh's 47, was sentenced to prison for
member of the Kappa Alpha Psi
South
are raising over the U. S. Supreme Court's recent accent, it is often 'difficult for him one to five years Monday for
fraternity and of the Knights of
ruling
against segregation in municipal and intrastate to make himself clearly under- passing a $199.99 worthless
Pythias
stood.
check, despite this plea:
Lt. George W. Lee, Grand Com- transportation is at once ludicrous and sadly disastrous
Agreeing that "variations in lan"I didn't have a checking
missioner of Education of t h e to good race relations.
guages go pretty deep," Judge account at the time, bat I
exElks, is head of the large Memriding
whites
What is so terrible about Negroes and
Boushe dismissed the disorderly
pected to open one soon.
phis delegaion serving as hosts to on buses, trains, and taxicabs on a non-segregated basis? conduct charge and told Mr. Udob
the state convention.
0111111111101111111111111111111111111111111e1111111111110181ffn
to pay his traffic violation.
In fact, what's so really unusual about it?

Plan Action On Bus Seatin
'First Steps
Taken For
Legal Test

Spelling Bee Winners

Tenn. Elks
Open Meet
Here May 5

A suit which would seek to have
the Jim Crow seating arrangement for Memphis buses declaredi
unlawful appeared in the making
at weekend, an aftermath of requests by city policemen that twol
passengers either give up front
seats for rear seats or leave a
No. 7 Crosstown bus
I
The two men involved in the
case are known to have been in,I
contact with the local NAACP office after they chose to leave the
bus when denied the right to sit
front seats.
However, Atty. H. T. Lockard,
AACP branch president, declined to comment on any discussions.
between his office and the two
men. He would not say whether
or not suits definitely were to be
filed nor if the men would be
represented by the branch office.
REFUSE TO IDENTIFY
Atty. Lockard refused to identiSPELLING CHAMP — StudFloyd Bass, sr., of 841 Walfy the two men "at this time."
ious Floyd Bass, jr.. being
ker, received $75 in savings
He indicated that his off i ce
congratulated by his teacher
bonds. Vahness Henry Moore,
might have a statement on the sitMrs. Josie Nelson Carr, Sat12, Hamilton eighth grader,
uation in a few days.
urday brought LaRose its
came in second and Magnolia
• The to men, described by Warsecond spelling championship
McCoy, 14, Shelby Training
ren G. Alexander, bus operator, In two years as he outspelled
School eighth grader, w a s
as "well dressed," boarded t he
39 other entries in the Pressthird. Martha Ella Little, of
coach at Bellevue and Lamar.
Scimitar's 28th annual SpellLa Rose school won the Bee
Mr. Alexander said they were
big Bee at Booker T. Washlast year. Bass made all "A's"
polite but insisted on sitting In the
ington. The 13-year-old eighth
on his sixth week report card.
treat seat because "they said they grader, son of Mr. and M r s.
(Newson Photo)
had paid their fare and had a
right to sit where they pleased."
mCALLS POLICE
1
Mr. Alexander said he told them
It was against state law and that,
following company instructions, he
was telling them to move to the
rear or he would have to notify
police.
Southern reaction to the Supreme Court's ruling outWhen they refused to move, he
called the company and police lawing segregation on buses has ranged from immewere summoned.
diate desegregation in numerous cities to officially enOfficers met the southbound bus
at McLemore and Wellington and / forced retainment of the traditional separated arrangetold the pair they would have to ments.
leave the bus or be arrested.
Though free of the anti-edit de- 1
They left.
clarations from such areas as MisAt weekend there was still a
There was no disturbance and sissippi, Georgia and Alabama, requestion of whether or not Tenother passengers on the cos ch action in Tennessee appears to
nessee has a segregation law on
showed no alarm, Mr. Alexander have run according to the section
buses, in the law on the statute
said.
of the state.
book the definite application is to
street cars and in the technical
requirements of a court suit the
"provision is believed to fall short.
Knoxville went into desegregation right away with Jim Burt,
presdent of the City Transit
Lines, announcing the buses had
put an end to segregation.
MEMPHIS CASE
JACKSON, Tenn. — Old slave laws are still causing Memphis had a case where two
Negroes who sat on front row seats
legal headaches in West Tennessee courts.
were asked by police, called by
This fact was brought out recently here in the case Memphis Street Railway Comof the will of a Memphis woman whose husband was pany, to either move to the rear,
leave the bus
be arrested. The
born a slave. A lawsuit in the Court of Appeals, presided duo got off theorbus.
Company offi
over by Judge J. R. Avery, causcials have indicated they wish to
ed the throwback to the old slave Mississippi, which had not
recog- see segregation continued, at least
laws.
nized slave marriages, decreed until a suit attacking the TennesThe late Cornelius Walker and that all Negro couples who
had see Jim Crow statute is ruled on.
his wife, Mrs. Millie Walker, mov- lived or were living as man
In Nashville, Atty. Gen, George
and
ed to Memphis from Grenada, wife were married. This made F. McCanless shied away from isMiss., shortly before 1900. Both Mr. Walker's relatives
descend- suing a ruling for the guidance
were born to slave parents in Gre- ants of legal marriages
with the of local officials (!spite a request
nada County during the last days right to inherit.
Miss Traffic Safety of 1956 is
from the Nashville Transit Authorof the Confederacy.
ity for an opinion on how the Miss Genevieve Jones, of B. T.
LAW IN 1919
' Before his death in 1937, Mr. But in Tennessee the law said Supreme Court affects the state Washington, who also received
Walker acquired ownership of real all former
• first prize for having entered the
slaves living as man Jim Crow law.
estate and buildings at 2353 Ca- and wife from the time its
None of the major cities other best skean in the Traffic Safety
law
Street in Memphis. His wife as- was passed in
1919 would be con- than Knoxville had moved to de- Slogan contest sponsored jointly
med ownership of the property
by the Beale Street Elks and by
segregate in Tennessee.
relative,
Edwilled
See
a
it
OLD
to
and
SLAVE—Page 2
the Negro Junior Chamber of
deal
attention
of
A
great
was
ward Evans, at her death in 1953.
directed to Montgomery where a Commerce.
• Mr. Evans' right to the property
She wrote, "Driving Maturity
bus boycott has been un20-week
relatives
challenged
by
of
'was
Traffic Security."
means
National
derway.
Lines,
City
The
lir*Walker, who claimed under
Winning second prize was Miss
operator of the Montgomery busrevised slave laws Walker's wife
es, said it would no longer en- Bessie Boyd, a junior at Hamilwas not authorized to leave it to
force
segregation and offered to ton high school for her slogan,
tiny One.
give legal assistance to drivers "If You are cautious on your way
SHOULD THEY INHERIT
who might be arrested
and . . .you may live another day."
Their contention is based on the
brought into court for allowing She is the daughter of Mr. and
legality of the marital status of
the passengers to mix.
Mrs. Bruce Boyd of 132 Dunnithe parents of Mr. and Mrs. Walvant st.
announced
Meanwhile,
city
the
Cornelius
nor
Walker
Neither
ker.
Charles Baker, senior at Bookthat its segregation laws w er e
his wife had brother or sisters.
still valid and said arrests would er T. Washington high school won
They did not have any children.
be made in case of passengers or third prize for his slogan, "If
.So, the question became: Should
driving in America is a demand..
drivers trying to integrate.
Walker's collateral heirs — deBARRIERS DOWN
let's make it the law of the land."
scendants from relatives who were
Riders rode without regard to Ile is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
slavos . • . be allowed to inherit?
former restrictions in Norfolk, Daniel Baker, sr., of 409 Walker
Provisions for legal marriages
Tennessee give a man's estate HARRY BELAFONTE arriving 45 Va., Richmond, Dallas, Texas, Lit- live.
minutes late for a scheduled ap- tle Rock, Ark., and numerous oth- AWARDS AT KICKOFF
to his wife and his relatives if he
pearance
in Baltimore explained er places. Cities in north North
widow's
the
Awards were made at the Kickleaves no will. Upon
th all property goes to t h e to a restless audience that the de- Carolina say they have not en- off Banquet held Friday, April 27
lay had been caused by the refusal forced segregation for some time at Elks Rest which helped to
an's relatives.
launch National Safety Wee k
Judge Avery said the decision of a local hotel to accept him and now.
No cases of friction had been which is being observed in Memdepended on whether Tennessee his interracial party. The noted
would accept Mississippi law re- folk singer has not announced what reported at weekend in any of the phis for the first time this year.
garding slave marriages and slave action he plans as a result of the cities where passengers had startled sitting on a first come basis. See TRAFFIC—Page 2
children. He noted that in 1869, Incident.
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Some Balk, Some Act
On Mixed Buses'Edict

Old Slave Lows Pose
Um/ache For Judge

Traffic Safety
Title Won By
BTW Student

li:

fir

Returns From Korea

'Seminary Day'
By Baptists
Dated May 20

White Cleric Wants Police Told
Jim Crow Churches To'Draw Me
icture,

Matter Of Bus Seating

Jail Check Passer
Who Planned To
Open An Account

Negroes and whites shop together in the same stores.
They rub elbows in the same elevators. They stand on the
same corners in mixed groups to wait for the same buses
to ride. When it comes to selling the Negro merchandise
on a door-to-door basis, segregation is forgotten as salesmen and agents sit and offer their services.
Negroes and whites do business side by side in the
same banks and take their places in bank teller window
lines on a first come, first served basis.
Mrs. Cora M. Brown, Michigan state senator repreIn stores throughout our city, white clerks do not senting the third senatorial district, considered a possihesitate to take dollar bills and other change from Negro ble candidate for the
United States Congress, will speak
hands.
here
on
May
.1
at
6
p.m.
in the Flamingo Room at the
And to recall an even more ludicrous aspect of the
Democratic
Club's
Key
first
fund - raising effort.
situation which has been mentioned time and again, it
Plates for the club's first banseems strange to hear white folk decry sitting beside a
Negro on a bus when they will leave that same vehicle quet are going at $5 each,
gates council, Young Women's
J. W. Bowden is serving as Christian Association,
and go straight to a restaurant or hotel dining room to
and the De.
order a meal prepared by Negro cooks and served by Ne- chairman of the recently formed troit chapter National Council of
Democratic club.
Negro Women,
gro waiters.
Mrs. Brown is a native of BesIt's ludicrous to hear folk protesting Negroes riding
on a non-segregated basis and then see them standing semer, Ala., and has resided in
Detroit since
She received
in the front end of a vehicle while Negroes have to shove, her BA degree1922.
from Fisk univerand push by them to reach rear seats.
sity in Nashville and the L. L. B.
Furthermore, segregated transportation is too expen- from Wayne university. She is a
sive for modern American cities to support. The growth member of the firm of Morris and
of urban communities in the South will increasingly make Brown in the Lawyers Building in
that fact clear. Sooner or later it will become crystal Detroit.
clear that Jim Crow is a non-paying passenger. The cur- Before becoming a state senarent situation in Montgomery, Ala. is indicative of that tor from Detroit, Mrs. Brown served for five years as a policewomtruth.
in Detroit. Should she run for
Who benefits from segregated transportation? Even an
Congress and be elected s h o
casual analysis will establish that beside salving the egos would become the city's second
of a frustrated, vocal few
who need to feel superior representative in Washington, jointo someone — segregation in transportation is a ridiculous ing Congressman Diggs, also a
anachronism. It is a throw-back to a period much less Democrat.
Mrs. Brown is a member of Altense and crowded than the atomic age.
We feel it's time the segregation blinders regarding pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, the
Star Order and the New
transportation be removed and that astute leadership firm- Eastern
Calvary Baptist church. She is
ly point the way — one of democracy for all, in our public I also arThted with the Michigan
transportation,
_
Federated Democratic club DeleCORA M. BROWN

Demo Key Club Slates
Woman Senator To Talk
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(Continued from page 1)

ADAM KNEW 1.4i5 wiFE
AGAIN ANO SHE BARE A SON

Sponsored By

As440 CALLED see NAME SETH;
AND EVE 5AID:`GOD HATN
GIVEN PIE A SON INSTEAD
OP fr6s..,v440.4 CAIN save

Nashville Approaches Integration

MARK

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
rod
long
anA
d tthuengsten
thickness off vae pfeenecti1
produce a strand of wire that
would extend from New York to,
Montreal, 470 miles, under mode manufacturing processes.

Did you
folks?
e,
less youCe got the
number clear...
You'll save time -to
look in here

FHA Keeps
Farmers
n Crittenden County, Arkansas
Small

oat

South Upset
By Ruling
On Bus Bias

Exempt From Federal Tax

Boy Crushed To Death

Bolstered by "supervised loans" acres Corn, 16 acres cotton, a out of a moral obligation to them,
through the Farmers Home Admin- milk cow, five hogs and 50 chick- do everything possible to see that
istration, scores of small farmers ens the McKinneys saw their net they make a living.
in Crittenden county are able to worth increased by $411.
The disintegrating institution of
The FHA men say that the
make pretty good livings from
Mrs. McKinney says she "cans owners once furnished a scholar- racial segregation was shaken
their — by present-day standards everything I can get my hands ship to every Negro child resid- again last week by a Supreme
—meager acreages.
on," and Mr. McKinney said they ing on the plantation who finished Court ruling which was interpretFHA. an agency of the U.S. De- killed four hogs last year. What high school. The plantation has a ed to mean that segregation in
partment of Agriculture which is quite significant is that four reputation of never losing a ten- intra-state public transportation
cannot be enforced.
came into being in its present adults and 2 small children lived ant.
form back in 1946 as the outgrowth under the McKinney roof in 1955. SILAS BROWN
The ruling, which was hailed
of other ar organizations dating Their conveniences include a handOne of those farmers who don't as second in importance only to
back to before the Hoover days, some TV set.
live on such a plantation and found the ruling against public school
is sort of an unique setup.
He uses a pair of mules, no himself out in the cold as mechan- segregation, caused immediate
That is, money goes out only to tractor.
ization increased where he form- and varied reaction.
those persons who could not quali- CLYDE WILEY
erly sharecropped is Silas Brown, There were of course, the usual
Clyde Wiley, 48, and his wife, 49. He and his wife, Alice, 45, and denunciations of the court by
fy for loans at similar rates any
other way and only to those per- Eddie Mae, 36, are examples of , four children faced the big decis- southern white leaders, and the
sons who are willing to agree to a an "industrious" farm family in ion — try for a big job up north tired old vows that integration
certain amount of supervision on whose case can be seen the im- somewhere or try to get on some- would be accomplished only over
the dead body of the South.
a year-round basis on how bor- portance of an agency like FHA place else.
There was also the hesitant,
rowed money can best be utilized. for the small farmer who runs into ' In desperation Mr. Brown turned
"see what happens" attitude takhardship.
AG DOCTORS
to FHA. Fortunately for him,
Mr. Wiley bought himself 55 1-2 about 86 acres of the land could en by many southern officials and
In the county of Crittenden two
bus companies, who seemed to
veteran farm workers, who laugh- acres of land six years ago and be cultivated.
feel that if they ignored the probingly refer to themselves as Doc- built himself a home. He was doHere was a man with no capital, lem it would
conveniently go
tors of Agriculture, are the men ing alright without special help a tractor the former landlord was
away.
who handle the supervision, or from anyone. Then in 1954 his ready to take possession of and
rather, as they prefer it stated, do home burned down. He had to get, in need of something to do. FHA SWIFT COMPLIANCE
But, in some southern states,
the planning, suggesting and ar- it rebuilt. His money didn't go talked it over with him. They
riving at a workable program with quite far enough so he turned to drew up a program of farming there was swift and decisive action to end racial segregation on
The Commissioner of Internal
FHA.
the various farmers.
which called for starting a herd city buses. Many of these
cities Revenue in Washington has notiDavid K. Landess, 40-year-old
Now his six-room home is mod- of beef cattle to help bring in
had long ago ceased to practice fied S. A. Owen Junior college
University of Tennessee graduate, ern in every way and tastefully something from some of the
land strict segregation.
that it is the opinion of that office
is county supervisor for Critten- furnished.
which could not be cultivated.
At week's end, this was the pic- that the institution is exempt from
But most of all Mr. and Mrs.
den. Mr. Landess' father was for
After weighing the land, the ture:
federal income tax.
15 years the extension agent for Wiley, they have five children, are man and his possibilities, t h e
San Antonio became the first
In confirmation of a tentative
Shelby County and he himself has being benefitted by the advice and Doctors of Agriculture
decided he major southern city to become opinion under which the college
been in government farm work 17 scientific farming assistance they - might make a go of it.
completely desegregated when city has operated heretofore the notice
years. He came to Crittenden
are being brought by Mr. Landess
So with backing from the FHA, buses were added to the things read in part, "Contributions made
year ago from Monroe county after and Mr. Mason as their FHA rep- Mr. Brown is out to make it.
He where segregation could no long- to you are deductible by the donseven years there.
resentatives.
has this sort of program for the er be practiced. All other public ors in computing their taxible inThe FHA men, along with Ches- year: 32 acres cotton, 36
Jesse Mason, now in his eighth
soy- facilities, including schools, were come in the manner and to the
year in Marion and Crittenden ter Durley, soil conservation agent beans, corn 10 acres,
pasture 56. already integrated.
extent provided by Section 170 of
County, is the only Negro admin- from West Memphis. have helped' hay 3, oats 4, okra 1
and home1 Three cities in Virginia—Rich- the 1954 code. Bequests, legacies,
istrative aide with an FHA coun- the Wileys into a new and more! garden 1. He has 7
cattle, 7 hogs mond, Norfolk and Portsmouth or- devises or transfers to or for our
ty office in Arkansas. He was an promising type of farming.
1 and 40 chickens
dered an immediate end to seg- use are deductible in computing
agricultural major at Tuskegee InRight now through assistance of1 Pausing on his corn
planter last regation on the buses. A similar the value of the taxable estate
stitute.
Mr.
FHA
Wiley is on the thresh- week, Mr.
Brown assured h i s order was issued in Dallas, Texas of a decedent for federal estate
Last year this team posted the hold of realizing success in a FHA
tax purposes in the manner and
representatives "if it gets and Knoxville, Tenn.
best collection record for the state, "land project'' which might mean complicated. I'll
to the extent provided by sections
holler for you." BUS LINES OBEY
having but one real estate and two all the difference in his future.
The National City lines of Chi- 2055 and 2106 of the 1954 code.
Out on the farm parity is someOn the way to the Wiley farm thing which
farm operators to come up delinforms the basis of a cago, which owns bus companies Gifts of property to or for your
quent on their payments.
you pass an interesting plantation lot of jokes
as well as problems. in eight southern cities, order- use are deductible in computing
This is quite a record when you operated by some Memphis peo- A crack
taxable gifts for federal gift tax
going the rounds now as ed immediate integration.
realize that, in comparison to ple, managed by Frank Wheeler. a sort of
One of the lines is the Mont- purposes in the manner and to
uplifter to a farmer who
other agencies making loans to A lot of mules still find work on
appears to be a bit depressed gomery City lines, which has been the extent provided by Section
farmers. FHA backs up those on this plantation because the owners about
under boycott by Negro riders for 2522 of the 1954 code.'
something is; 'Smile frikeep their old tenants who couldn't
the past five months. Montgomery
the bottom of the credit list.
President Levi Watkins, of the
officials threatened to arrest any- college, said that this opinion ansThe team is fortunate in having do anything else these days and
(Continued on page 9)
one not obeying the city's jitn I wers the question of friends who
David C. Neal, area supervisor for
crow laws.
have considered making sizeable
FHA and formerly the county supervisor, still maintaining offices
Other cities affected by the Na- contributions as an important
in Marion.
tional City lines' order are Jack- The opinion finally gives Owen
About 80 percent of the farmson, Miss., Tampla, Fla., Mobile, college the same status as other
ers of Crittenden county who are
Ala., Tulsa, Okla. and Wichita educational institution who look to
Falls, Beaumont and El Paso, contributiofs as an important
helped by FHA are Negroes.
source of income.
GETTING HELP
Texas.
Thirty one students are expected
In simplest terms, this is how
CONFUSION REIGNS
to receive degrees and diplomas
NEW YORK — (INS)— A nine- covering from polio, yesterday got
a farmer gets help from FHA:
Little opposition was expected
He first exhausts all other sourc- year-old Brooklyn girl with an in- a letter to speed her recovery to integration in El Paso, Wichi- during the Institutions first comes of loans at a reasonable rate. curable blood ailment who is re- from an old friend — Dwight D. ta Falls, Tulsa, but city offic- mencement, June 1.
Some couldn't qualify for loans
ials in the other .wns have statEisenhower.
without FHA because of the size of
Susie Giardina first met the ed they will oppose the company's
their farms. The prospective borPresident three years ago in Feb., move.
ate
Generally, the ruling brought
rower contacts his county super• when she appeared with him on
much confusion, but little change.
visor, talks over the needs and the
ITV to launch the annual Red Cross
Only in a few cities did Nsegro ANNUAL WOMAN'S DAY — The
plans and they try to work out
drive from the White house.
riders take the initiative and sit annual woman's day program will
something.
"Appearing with the President in sections reserved for white pas- be held at the Morning Star BapIf the FHA representative thinks ,
on television is almost as impor- sengers. For the most part, the tist Church. Humboldt, Tenn., May
the man can and will make a go
tant as getting married," she told old pattern of segregated seating 6, 3 p.m. Miss Winnie Jai Singh,
of it a loan application is placed
i him •
continued
Mathura, India, is the guest speakwith a county committee of three.
Southern officials who vowed to er for the occasion. Miss Singh
' Susie, who is suffering from
at least two of whom must be
Cooley's Anemic, needs two blood fight the latest blow against seg- is now attending Scarrett College
farmers. For Crittenden county
WASHINGTON — 'The State of transfusions weekly to survive. regation found considerable com- for Christian Workers and Peathe committee consists of John
the Race" conference held here Two months ago doctors found she fort in the fact that most legal body college for teachers, Nashepton, Crawfordville farmer;'
last week ran a-foul of technical- has also contracted polio.
experts say the court's statement ville. The general public is corWilliam White, Marion farmer,
ities in barring members of the
did not call for an immediate end dially invited to hear this internaand James Wood. of Earle, farmer
After
50
days in bed and two
press from its top-secret closed
to bus segregation.
tional crusade missionary scholar.
and equipment dealer.
weeks of painfully learning to
sessions,
1 Mrs. Inez Bryson and Mrs. Lena
walk again, Susie received a letIf the committee approves, the
Victim of the shut-out was DeReid are co-chairmen. adv.
ter on White House stationery
farmer is in. The money allot- fender
More than 100 different makes Bell
Publications Correspondent ,
which read:
ment is set up so it is made avail- Ethel L.
of
steam
-propelled
automobiles
Payne who had been
"Dear Susie,
able to the farmer as he needs it designated
1 were built in the United States "I never rode a city bus since
by Publisher John H.
'I understand that you have had since the beginning of the so- they put me off and I never will
for supplies or other commodities , Sengstacke
to represent him in
another bit of bad luck, and that called automotive age, according again," Mrs. Brown said in an
and he gets it as long as he sticks : his absence from the
meet.
to the approved farm program
interview last week.
Editor-In -Chief of the Defender, you have recently had to be in to the industry's records.
the hospital again. Its' hard on a
worked out. Money far subsistence Louis E. Martin,
"I'll either ride with my husband
who had also
Oberlin college in northeastern
little girl not to be able to run
in these type loans go out auto- been invited to attend,
wired A.
Ohio was the first American col-'to work or walk."
matically.
Philip Randolph, president of the and play with other children, and
There are 75 million licensed
To see how the program works Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Pot.- I sincerely trust that you will lege to adopt a co-educational system.
drivers in the U. S.
auto
off paper and out in the farm a ters at the National
soon be feeling fine again. I know 1
Association
that your courage and wonderful
Defender reporter went along with of Colored Women's
headquarMr. Landess and Mr. Mason on ters, site of the confab, his regrets spirit will carry you through thi.•
one of the routine tours Sir. Mason . at not being able to come and
that most recent misfortune with flymakes, This one was set up about' Miss Payne would be there in the ing colors.
-With my best wishes to you
a month ago as are all the tours capacity of representing the paper.
always.
and the people visited were not
However, officials in charge of
Sincerely,
sineled out.
the conference refused to admit
Dwight D. Eisenhower"
HENRY McKINNEY
her on the grounds that she was
"Gee whiz," Susie commented
The first stop was at the home a member of the working press.
of Henry and Beaulah McKinney.
Sliss Payne protested that the "lie didn't forget."
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney. he's 68 rule was unfair as Councilman
and she's 55, own 10 acres and Earl Brown of New York, an asrent another 13.
sociate editor of Life Maeazine
The steKinnes, started farming and a columnist for the New York
back in 1915 after they were mar- Amsterdam News, was present and
cud After a good crop in 193e had filed a report of the meeting
while share cropping with well
She also said that though phoknown farmer John Gammon. Mr , tographers and reporters were net
?.-Kinney bought 10 acres from I allowed to come in until the etwe
his landlord.
of the meeting. Newsreel team:
In 1951 with an "active farm however. were admitted in the
There is a reason why people
housing" loan from F11.4, the Mc- middle of the sessions.
I'k. to do business with us It
Kinneys built the neat little white
is our prompt, friendly service,
Afro-American reporter. Larry
frame home in which they now Silk, who arrived early for the courteous treatment and desire
live. They started renting 13 acres, delayed press conference was ask- 'o help you.
giving them a total of 23.
ed to lease because he could
Open Thursday Nights
While Mr. Lawless does not go overhear some of the proceedings.
Until 9:00
along with the agricultural exLater, Randolph and Dr, J. II
perts' theory that s man mest Jackson. president of the Nationhave at least 25-40 acres to make a al Baptist Convention, appeared
living these days (he has examples before waiting newsmen and gave
showing it can he done on smaller out a statement of the conferacreaees), he admits the case of ence.
the McKinneys is a bit on the!
152 MADISON AVE.
"miraculous** side.
Thousands of tops of jade are
Phone IA 5-76H
Last year with a quarter acre believed deposited in various parts
Home Owned Home Operated
garden, one acre pasture, three , of Wyoming and also in Califorsia

Donations To
S. A. Owen
Tax Exempt

And without a steady hum
There's no use to dial,

by gum!

Choose each digit with
great care
Turn dial to stop...
and release it there

Letter From Ike
Cheers Girl 9

St Of
Race Meet

Let the dial spin back
alone

So you'll reach the proper
phone

If you want to start
again
Hang Up lb bring the
dial tone in,

i,

ars rress

EQUIPMENT

Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Relations B it Strained

'How Negro Is Held Down'

Students Call For Moderation
Students of Memphis State college called for moderation in solving segregation issues. A poll
taken in the journalism department showed 38 percent of the

MONTGOMERY, Ala. During a !ed out satisfactorily. Meanwhile,
mass meeting at Day Street Bap- the bus line has issued a notice
tist church attended by a crowd
of 4,000 it was unanimously vot- that it will not enforce Jim Crow
ed that the boycott of Montgom- seaSing. On the other hand the city
ery City buses be continued until administration is pressurring for
the matter of segregation is work- retention of bias.

Plan 700,000 School
property Nveek authorized its president and
In order to get
to build a S700,000, Negro junior secretary to start condemnation
and senior high school, the Mem- I proceedings to acquire a 12-acre
phis Board of Education last site in South Memphis.

Old Slave

Quits

(Continued from page 1)
sidered married. Thus, in Tennessee Walker's relatives were n o t
eligible to inherit because they
were descended from non-recognized marriages.
Judge Avery's opinion affirmed
that of a Shelby County judge in
holding that Tennessee must recognized Mississippi's slave marriage laws, although they differed
from Tennessee's. He said t h e
Shelby judge was correct in
awarding the Memphis property to
the relatives of Cornelius Walker
instead of honoring the widow's
will.

Job At 101

BAYONNE, N. J. — Sam Dorsey, who was born a slave 101
years ago, retired last week from
his job in the Bayonne municipal
public works department and a
plied for a Social Security oldpension.

(4 WANT TO
HOOK HIMGOOD?

Us* the best-tasting baltl
Give him that delicious
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

•

GROUND FLOOR

STER1CK BUILDING
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"

Look for the sunny-striped
package and label.

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR BED SPRING!
A NEW BED IN MINUTES

•WILL FIT ANY COIL
OR FLAT SPRING

Merit STEEL BED LEGS

•PROTECTIVE CAP
WILL NOT MAR
FLOOR OR RUG

Co-..ii your bed spring into a
regulation height divan or Nally • es
95
wood bed
. ostrich these h•avy
goyim steel legs by just tightening
•
2 1110, with o wrenth supplied ..
Guaranteed noi to .hp or turn ...
will lost a lifetime.
I tea POSTAGE Send Owls sr Mem., Order No C 0 0..
MERIT INDUSTRIES, INC. 2224 CHURCH AVE.

•ALUMINIZED RUSTPROOF FINISH
•SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR
MONEY REFUNDED

seooirirts

24

PI •

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF

'53 thru '56 MODELS

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE'!

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

244 students believed a course of
moderation the best. More than 19
percent, it was reported, felt segregation should be continued.

Bus Boycott Continues

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT

FURNITURE

morn
:
s
e
:
%
a

Kill Cleric With Stone

Annual Womans Day

LOAN
S
AUTOS -

Every day, thousands of
wrong numbers are dialed
in :NIL
A
extra care and attention when
making calls will insure
good results. Good dialing
habits are easy to form and
mean better telephone service fr,r everybody.

NEWS IN NUTSNELL

Throughout the past week, repreientatives have been visiting various schools atici organizations acquainting them with the importance of Safe driving through a
NASHVILLE — Starting with NasAlle last week to organize
film prepared by the National Saf- the
hope that public schools could the Nashville Conference on Comety Council. A parade was held be
desegregated without tension munity Relations. The group will
Saturday, April 28 which depicted and incident,
more than 100 per- direct its efforts at maintaining
the horrors of careless driving. All sons of
both races met
in harmony between the races. ...
award winners participated in the
parade.
Main speaker at the banquet
was Atty. S. A. Wilburn who cited
President Levi Watkins of S. A. ternal Revenue had notified the
the hazards of carelessness when Owen college announced last school that the institution is
driving. He discussed cases involv- week that the Commissioner of In- cept from Federal income tax.
ing payment of insurance and legal implications...pointing out the
responsibilities of persons w h o
violate the law, .as well as the Sylvester Moore, 14, w a s car at the Sargent Yards of the
crushed to death last week when Missouri Pacific Railroad on S.
consequences.
a large piece of piping roiled on Bellevue.
The victim resided
MOON MAIDS DANCED
him while he was playing in a box at 566 Polk.
The Moon Maids of St. Augustine High school were featured in
an interpretative dance. Charles
Johnson sang a solo.
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Four men ing along a road. Being held were
Samuel Peace, vice president of were being held last week for the Charles Connally, 31; William
internal affairs with the Jaycees, "stoning death" of Rev. L. C. Walling, 22; Walter Thompson,
was master of ceremonies. He in- Baldwin, who was struck down 20 and Dock Hill, 22, all white
troduced members of the organi- with a 10-pound stone wihle walk- land of New Hope, Ala.
zation, and the committees.
In charge of the slogans were
Willard Bell and J. L. Gaston;
All was not rosy last week be- commission approved t h e
program — Charles Horton and
Charles Johnson; publicity — Ray- tween Mayor Orgill and officials pointments "subject to concu
mond Tisby and W. C. Weathers; of the county government, after rence of the county commissionfood — Frank Scott; parade — the Mayor nominated a nine- ers." The county commissioners
Sam Qualls and Charles Fields; member group to serve on the contend they were not given an
Memphis and Shelby County Wel- opportunity to have any say in
films — Elmer Henderson; keepfare commission. Later the City the matter.
er of records — Minor Dandridge.
Others who were active were Rev.
James Sullins, Rev, Roy Love,
John H. George, A. B. Owen, Sgt.
Booklets entitled "How the Ne- idea of tacking "NAACP" on the
R. J. Turner and Wendell Robin- gro Is Held
Down" appeared on booklet. The added sign drew a
son.
the Newman Club bulletin board cluster of students. 'Meanwhile,
at Memphis State college, in the officials of the school have been
charged with pushing a policy
lobby of the Administration build- that limits freedom of
speech,
ing last week. No stir was creat- at least where segregation
is coned until someone got the "bright" cerned.

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

•

A
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
dEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAV A AND A NARRATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
o receive a copy promptly by moil directly to you, writ, your
icinge below and enclose o dollar bill or check of money order for
11.00 mode out to: University Place Bookshop, 69 Univeraity Place,
New York 3, N. Y.
NAME
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HAVING THE PEER GYN'T
Suite as a lesson in music appreciation led the eighth grade
class at Leath school, taught
by Mrs. Helen West, to rewrite the story and present it
as "Puppet-land Playhouse."
Seated front row, with their

puppets are: L. H. White, Carol Fields, Doris Pickens, Johnnie Taylor, Willie D. Collins,
Vinnie R. Daugherty, Mary M.
Mayhue and George E. Rogers. Second row: Abe Var.
brough, Charles Golden, Mrs.
Helen W. West, principal,

is, Isom Walton, Jack Hogan.
Lavern Gamble. Spencer McGhee, L. H. White, Boyd Jones.
George Grace, Carole Fields,
Beatrice Williams, Freddie
Williams and llarold Baines.
(Newson Photo)

Mrs. West, Markham Stanberry and Clarence Cleaves. The
puppets were made in a r t
classes by Bonnie Onidas,
Hattie Williams, Ben Wil•
hams, Gwendolyn Watts. Clar•
ice Matthews, Sam Fisher.
Eddie Hubbard, Charles Lew-

George Bonds
Dies;Stricken
Last August

ange Mound lodges and the
Anna S. Church and Orange
Mound Temples. Front row
are Annie Dawkins. Willie
Gordon. Maceo Redwood. J.
L. Gaston, committee chairman; Lt. Gettre W, I. e e,

THIS PLANNING Committee
is working on arrangements
in connection with the meeting
here in Memphis on May 5 of
the State Elks Convention.
The Bills and Daughters are
from the Bluff City and Or-

grand commissioner of educa•
tion; and W. C. Weathers. exalted ruler Bluff City Lodge.
Second row: Will Taylor.
Frank T. Scott, Isaac Polk,
Laura Lampley, Miss M. I..
Hideout, Mrs. Neal, E. F. Sanders and llarbey Franklin.

pastor of Freedonia of Rev. J. W. Campbell, of Shef-

employed as a chef cook at 1 A. (7_ Baker,
Finley, of
'fully
various hotels, restaurants a n d 'Baptist church, Tunica, Miss., anti field, Ala., Mrs. V. V.
pastor of Union Washington, .1). C., Mrs. Mamie
cafes. Ile formerly worked at the 1 Rev. J. W. West.

Third row are Simeo wind.
tug. Dennis Hearn, Jess:e Bus•
I.. Blackwell. Jimmie
by.
Carouthers, Gertrude Pukes,
henry Williams and W i I 1
Childress. Maurice Hulbert. sr.
is seen in inset. (Withers Photo)
Three of four farms in the U. S.
have automobiles; half have motor trucks.

lAwings, Mr. and Mrs. William H ,
Chisca hotel, Budweiser Grill, Mu-I Baptist church officiating.
Robinson, jr., of Memphis; nephand
Mr.
of
Mr.
son
i
Bonds
was
George Bonds, husband of Mrs. nicipal Airport restaurant. PlantaMcGhee, Mrs.
Ruby Bonds, 749 Bey st.. passed lion Inn and the last place of , Mrs. Horace Greyly Bonds, of ow of Mrs. Mattie
Miss. Ile
Corinth,
of
Luster,
Ala.;
Sheffield,
Mary
Mr.
of
brother
on
Place
Gilley's
was
Wednesday, April 25 at 830 p.m., employment
:anti Mrs. Ben Bonds. Mr. and Mi s. also leaves five grandchildren,
at John Gaston hospital after a I So. Third St.
, Charles Bonds, of Memphis: step- ten neiecs, fonr nephews, a host
ong illness. He was first stricken UNION BAPTIST
father of Mr. and Mrs. Edward of other relatives and friends. Ile
!
Union
of
member
a
been
has
Ile
i
on last August 19.
Couch, jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Carl was also the cousin of Mr. and Mr
25
past
the
Mr. Bonds, a native of Tupelo. Baptist church for
of Corinth, Miss.
Miss., came to Memphis to live years. Funeral services were con- i Couch: foster son-in-law of Mr. I Sykes Riddles,
in charge.
was
Co.,
&
Qualls
I
of
brother-in-law
Galice:
Rev.1.1ame.
with
29
April
Sunday,
gain-,ducted.
was
and
ago
years
some 20

moNov

Love

0000

HAPPINESS CAN

SE

LUCK AND
YOURS

PROPHET WARD
Has helped many people get th• thin/.
they want in We. 'jour prohl•rna
ed. your quest.ons •nswerad. your
lucky numbers omen Writs today:
PROPHET WARD
CO oho• 731. Dent ft. ...to. cm

•

"THIS IS THE IDEA. . ."
and glamorous internationally
famous model Do rot h e a
Towles (right) expl a ins a
scene during rehearsal to Tennessee State university student model • aspirants Doris
Deerry of St. Louis, Mo.,
(second from left); Audrey
Mitchell, Memphis; and Shir-

ley Parker, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh Courier columnist
Toki Schalk Johnson (left),
who was fashion commentator. approves. Miss Towles
was featured in the univers i t y's fashion extravaganza,
"A Flight Into Spring" 1 a st
week in which twenty finely
fashioned garments made by
home economies stud ent s

with
favorably
compared
those from commercial houses. Dior, Fath, and Piguet
were among those designing
Miss
by
worn
creations
Towles. Her hats were by Bill
Howard of Detroit. Tennessee
State art department graduate W. V. Harper, II. of Atlanta entered four of his orig.
inals. (Clanton III Photo)

ed make for very good eating.
PEACH CHEESE PIE
Shells
Crumb
1 cup finely rolled corn
flake crumbs
2 tablespoons sugar
1-4 cup melted butter
Filling
1 envelope (1 Tablespoon)
plain gelatin
I Beef leads the foods plentifuls and frozen cherries, rice, dates 1-4 cup cold water
1 1-4 cup canned cling peach
list for May according to the and peanut butter.
slices
Of course cottage cheese is inUSDA. Especially is this true of
cup syrup from peaches
the U. S. choice grade. It is wise cluded in the "other dairy proto consider grade as well as cut ducts." Cottage cheese is an ex- 2 cup sugar
In cooking beef. Beef of the light- cellent source of protein and right 2 eggs
er grades can be cooked success- now is very popular in salads, 1-4 cup lemon juice
cakes and pies. Here is a nice 1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
fully in a variety of ways.
Other continued plentifuls for simple "Peach Cheese Pie" which 1 cup cottage cheese
May: Milk and other dairy pro- is neither too rich nor too sweet. 1-4 teaspoon salt
Crumb shell: Blend crumbs,
ducts, pork, lard, broilers and fry- , The juicy canned cling peaches
ers, onions, grapefruit, canned and the cottage cheese combin- sugar and butter, mixing well.
Pack firmly into bottom and
sides of 8-inch pie pan. Chill
thoroughly
Filling: Soften gelatin in cold
water. Heat peaches, Syrup and
1-4 cup sugar. Beat e g g
yolks lightly and gradually add to
hot peaches. Cook and stir until
thickened. Blend in softened gelatin, lemon juice and rind. Cool.
Force cottage cheese through a
sieve and add to peach gelatin
mixture. Beat egg whites with
salt until stiff. Gradually add remaining 1-4 cup sugar beating after each addition. Fold into peach
gelatin mixture. Pour into crumb
shell and chill 3 to 4 hours before serving. Makes 1 (8 inch)
pie.
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'Iciness is a Pleasure
with Pall Mall
,IIVT(1 MOM

•••••

OU CAN BUY WITH
•

•

Johnny Russo Beats
Orlando Zulueta
NEW YORK — (INS) — New
Yorker Johnny Busso scored a
majority decision over Cuban
Orlando. Zulueta
lightweight
Monday night in a nationallytelevised ten-rounder at the St.
Nicholas arena.

SHADE TREES, 15 feet tall, 4 feet wide
EVERGREEN .

BLACK MUCK

3 sacks $1.00

.50c and up

Iii

For Flavor and Mildness

Fine Tobacco Filters Best

$5.00 per pick-up load
BARNYARD FERTILIZER of all kinds
LEAF-MOLD...,......$8.00 per pick-up load

We do pruning, trimming and fertilizing plants wih liquid fertilizer...25c per plant.

FREEMAN & FREEMAN NURSERY
2743 PARK AVE.

PH. 4-2777

•Don't miss the fun of smoking.
Mildness is something you enjoy...it's a
pleasure with PALL MALL, because
PALL MALL's natural filter—greater length
of traditionally fine tobaccos—travels the
smoke further, filters the smoke
and makes it mild.
•So—get more fun out of smoking! Enjoy
smoothness, mildness and satisfaction no
other cigarette can offer. Buy PALL MALL
in the distinguished red package today!

Out
OA.IP.Pa reddlley

eZteatztorom,..7

...and they are mild!
111401160:11101VIOCTUMIO

loc.eloomporab

Your appreciation of PALL MALL quality
has made it America's
mostsuccessfuland most imitated cigarette
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Grant PTA
Dates Tea
For May 6
The public is invited to enjoy
"Spring Bouquet" at
Grant
school's annual PTA Tea, Sunday,
May 6, from 4 til 6 p.m. The
program will be predominantly
musical.
Guest artists will be Carl Russell, minister of music at Collins Chapel CME church, Harold
Bowen, a former Grant school
student, and others who will appear with students from the various departments within the
school.
Announced purpose of the tea
Is raising funds to purchase playground equipment such as slides,'
swings and a merry-go-round for
the school playground.
Support of the public is necessary to make the program a success.
Mrs. Loudella Addison is president of the Grant PTA and Prof.'
R. H. Morris is school principal.

•

Yes Madame,
With Spring in the air and a
song of thanksgiving in your
heart — why not treat yourself
and your family to a baking

spree? It is so easy with your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on hand,
With Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour a cake is light, delicious,

FREE GIFTS
Quality Stamps
At Bomah Cent.,
216 So, Cleveland Si,
Memphis
With

Young Artists
Sponsored By
Youth Choir
The Youth choir of First Baptist church, Lauderdale presented
two young artists in a pleasing
recital last Sunday evening to a
splendid audience.
Miss Carole Hooks, pianist of
tbe choir and a student of Madame
McCleave was one of the featured
artists, and Miss Lillian Short, a
*THE tORD LCOKETH LIPCM ALL THE INRASITANTS OF THE EARTH.
dramatic reader and soloist of the
youth choir, was the other feaFASHIONETH THE
HEART'S ALIKE"
#54.. 31:14
ture on the program.
Both young ladies demonstrated
unusual talent and
conducted
Easter Charles will direct the themselves as mature artists de6:00 p.
spite their teen ages.
ST. JAMES AME
Miss Hooks is the great grand.
The morning message of St. daughter of the late Julia Hooks,
James AME church, Sunday, will who was a great pianist in her day
he delivered by Evangelist Rhe. and taught many pupils who are
ola Jackson. It will be present- now active in music endeavors.
ed at 11 a. m. W'illiam Jackson ' She has a feeling for the music '
will conduct the Sunday school at, of the masters and has already
developed a fine qulity of tone at
9:30 a. in.
the piano. Miss Short, dramatic
CENTENARY METHODIST
, Baptist church will begin service
The ACE League commences
at 9:15 a, m. William M. Davis ,
t R p m. Devotion and a ser- reader of much talent, is a senAn inspiring message, ''t h e will conduct the Sunday school
ati mon will be held at 7:30 p. m. ior at Hamilton High school and
!Significance of the Lord's Sup- this time.
a pupil of Mrs. J. B. Blackshire.
Communion will be held during she too, has reached a high deper," will spotlight services at
Rev. W. M. Mosby, the pastor., the morning and evening serv- eree of ability in
Centenary Baptist church S u ndramatics.
ALL MEMORIZED
day. It will be delivered during will speak during the morning, ice.
service
11
a. in. The No. 1
at
Mrs. Thelma McKissie is t he
Her poise and 'expression of
the morning worship at 11 a. m.
1
emotions have reached a point of
Rev. D. M. Grisham, the pastor, choir will render the music. Mrs. church reporter.
will present the sermon. 'I' h e 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111eammoiniiiiiiiiiiii11111iiiiiiiiiitimemaiiiilimia,
" "Melina, mature excellence. All of the numbers on the program were memorsenior choir will render the
ized, which means much time
music
was spent in preparation. Each
Conduction of the Sunday school
performer gave seven numbers.
will be under the supervision of
By REV. 'Z. THOMAS PAIGE
The Youth choir opened the proWilliam E. Hunt. The Sunday
College Minister
gram with a chant and closed with
School starts at 9:30 a. m.
S. A. Owen Junior College
a benediction directed by Mrs.
The congregation will
parMyrtle Hodges accompanied by
take of the Lord's Supper at 7:30
Mrs. Mildred Crawford.
p. In.
"Not in the foreseeable future", 1 saying it would never happen. Joseph White, a young organist, ,
thus we find a man summarizing But it can happen and I dare to offered the prelude and postlude.
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
Service at the New Hope Bap- one of the most vital issues of say that it can happen here and the organ.
Closing remarks were made by
now. Peace, kindness, love, tolertist church Sunday will be regu- our day.
A few days ago one of the out- ance, truth and all the other vir- Rev. H. C. Nabrit, minister at
lar. Sam Marshal conducts the
standing generals of our army was tures I could list are not some- First Baptist Lauderdale.
Sunday tchool at 9:30 a. m.
The audience enjoyed refreshThe pastor, Rev. Joe Allen, will being questioned about the possi- thing that will be realized in the
ments at a receptioniin the church
officiate at 11 a. m. and 7:30 bility of a warless day and gen- far-distanced future, but here and parlor.
p. m. Communion will be admin.' eration. After many pointed ques- now.
I know that there are those
istered during the service at 7:30 1 tions were asked the speaker askp. m. J. C. Curry will direct ed him, "Do you think that the who have taken "the far-away
the Baptist Training Union at 6 day will come when we will not look" at a whole lot of things.
need armies and navies to pro- Every now and then I come in
P. rn.
our interests?" The general contact with people and I engage
tect
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
replies, "NOT IN THE FORE- them in a conversation. Soon the
The Progressive Male Chorus
conversation moves into close
SEEABLE FUTURE!"
will render a musical Sunday, at
quarters where we resort to askAs I listened to the conversa3 p. m., Henry Martin and Deaing pointed questions. Almost withMembers of the Greenwood C.
eon Arvell Hall are the sponsors. tion the man to me was just ask- out failure some comes up with
M. E. church are combining their
At 9 a. m., A. J. Terry will ing this question: "Do you think the answer, "Yes, but not in
my Men and Women Day programs
supervise the Sunday school. The that the time will ever come day and time."
for May 20. The financial goal of
spiritually,
mature
sermon at 11 a, m. will be de- when men will
It seems to me that when peo- 'he day is S2,000 and members anlivered by the pastor, Rev. 0. C. socially, intellectually, and eco• ple allow themselves to come to
ticipate an interesting day.
nomically that they will be able
Collins.
such conclusions in life they have
Willie Lay is general chairman
goodwill?"
Baptist Training
Union is to live in harmony and
adapted the role of the defeatists, of the day with Mrs. Zettie Milquestion
a
that
that
is
think
I
Scheduled for 6 p. m. Alfred Thur'AGAINST THE GRAIN'
ler as co-chairman. Rev. J. E.
man will direct it. Communion that each of us could and should
Now just for the sake of argil. j Robinson is church minister,
ask himself. Now let's not be too ment let us
will be held at 8 p. re
analyze this stand.'
hurried. I know exactly what "NOT
MARTIN TEMPLE
IN MY DAY AND TIMEsaysome of the great minds are
or "NOT IN THE FORESEEMEMORIAL CME
ing right now: "If we could get
At Martn Temple Memorial C. Japan, China. Africa, and Russia ABLE FUTURE." What are these
M. E. church, Sunday, the serv- straight everything else will be in people saying? Just this: I know
Revival service will begin at
that things are n o t what they
Ice will get underway at 9:30 proper shape.
the Pleasant Grove MB church,
should
be
and
I
am
admitalso
a. in. Miss Anna Jean Goodloe
BLAME OTHERS
ting that I am not willing to make Buntyn and Felix (Orange Mound:
will conduct the Sunday school
It seems to me that we are al- the necessary sacrifices to make Sunday nite, May 6, to run through
at this time. Following will be the
put the blames them what they should be. I know Friday night, May 11. Rev. N.
morning worship at 11 a. m. Rev, ways wanting to
someone else. In that my church, my school, my Davis will conduct services.
L. A. Storey, the pastor, will de- for failures on
Sunday School will be held at
a like manner we are always lodge, my fraternity, and my
liver the sermon.
to grab all of the honors home are all not what they should 9:30 a. m., Bro. J. Vanzant, suready
The Board of Christian Educeperintendent. The pastor, Rev.
tion meets at 5 p. m. At 6 p. m., for ourselves. Vs I grant you be. Rather than run "against the
better grain" I will accept the easier Paul H. Jones, will deliver an inbe
would
world
the
that
the Christian Youth Fellowship
if we could get the named coun• way out and go along with the spiring sermon at 11 a.m.
convenes,
The Good Will choir union conright. But then comes tide. I will lay myself at the
Mrs. Geraldine Sims is the tries to do
question, "What is mercy of the tide and let nature sisting of five churches, will preold-age
the
church reporter
sent a Singing program at 3 p.m.
right?" Are you going to say that take its course.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Evening Service will begin at
all peoples should forsake their
And I dare say that after a
7.30.
Thirty-one candidates will be ways of doing things and accept long time of going along
with the
baptised at Bethlehem Baptist our ways of doing things? Do you tide we forget about
what duty,
church Sunday. at 2 p. m. Rev, think that you are so right that decency and riglo demand.
Wel
.
J. R. Bibbs, the pastor, will pre- your neighbor should stop grow' only become concerned
about ourside.
because
roses
grow
ing lilies and
selves and our own welfare, We
NEW YORK — A fabulous dia•
B. H. Holman will be in charge you like roses better? Do you are willing to
follow afar off.
mond that has no name arrived
of the Sunday school at 9 a. m. think that you. neighbor should
Those of us who are familiar here last week in
an S3,400.000
A sermon by the pastor, will be stop punishing his child because with our Bibles know
that in the shipments of diamonds from Afheard at 11 a, m.
you have chosen not to punish afar off. It was then that he lost
rica.
At 6:30 p. in.. the Baptist Train- yours? Do you think that your sight of the cause and
became
Th, huge unnamed diamond, a
ing Union starts. James Peoples neighbor should build a two-story concerned about Peter. So
many 426 carat stone valued at $1,500,000,
is the director,
house or buy a Cadillac when a of us today are Peters. We have was described by a British gem
Communion and fellowship of one story house and a Chevrolet left the main function of life off dealer as "the
finest diamond in
candidates will be held at 8 p. m, will serve his needs?
and our chief concerns have been quality and purity ever found in
The public is invited.
MUST BE BriTER WAY
our own. It is then that people Africa."
' What then is the answer for all can say "not in the foreseeable 1
NEW TYLER AME
A regular day is planned for of our present day confusion? One future." They say in so many 1 Population of the U. S.. increasthe membership of New Tyler thing sure — I feel that now we words I am not ready to do what , ed 26 million in the 1945-55 period.
&ME church Sunday. Prof. Isiah know ihat materialism is not the I should do that certain things which was more than the gain in
the 21 years spanning the 1924-45
might he realized.
Goodrich and Mrs. Alma Bowen answer.
conductWe could go on and on analyzI heard sometime ago that a period.
will
the Sunday school at
ing one thing after another only man was praying and during the
a:30 a. m.
to learn that this too is not the course of his prayer he said: "Thy
But my friends, progress is not
The—pastor,
p
Rev. H. W. Hew
answer.
13ut at the basis of all kingdom come
— BUT NOT based upon emotions and the way
nine,
deliver a sermon at
11 a. m. and 7:30 p m. Music if our thinking there must be a NOW!" There are many of us people feel about certain things. It
will he furniched by the senior way out. As thr soldier who lay today who are saying just the is based upon old fashioned stirk
uttered in his closing breath, same thing -- "But not now." We to-itnecs and grim determination
choir. Miss I. Flowers will di- dying
'
"There
must ir a better
' realize that for certain things that Generations ago neople did net
rect the ACE L
at 5:50 p.
— surely there is. There is way!egu a wey should come to pass we would have near the facilities we nott
Communion e ill be administerthat contrary to the thinking of have to sacrifice more than is de- have but they did
much more 1,,
ed at II a. m and 730 p. m. :
thi man of arms that can be sirable on our part and to that eradicate moral,
spiritual and so
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
realized in the foreseeable future. extent we say 'Not in the fore- 1 cud evils than we
dare do. Let
The congregation of St. Jude,I know that that was his way of seeable future."
1 us then be up and doing!!"

The Pulpit Speaks

,000 Goal Of
en-Women Day!'

Revival Services
At Pleasant Grove

torz
4,
ilitrodioolmimis

tender and so easy to bake.
Rolls and pies are fun and easy
too. Put the pie in your freezer
to bake at a later date. Let the
cake and rolls have a dinner
date with Dad and the small
fry.
STRAWBERRY DESSERT
2'2 cup Jack Sprit enriched
flour
1 2-3 cup sugar
2-3 cup butter or shortening
I tsp. salt
1 1-4 cup milk
3'2 tsp, baking povider
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
Sift together dry ingredients
cream butter and shortening in
bowl until light. Add flour and
milk alternately. Beat vigorously for 2 minutes, add eggs and
vanilla. Beat as before for 2
minutes. Pour into two 9-inch
pans that have been greased
paper.
and lined with wax
Bake in over 350 degrees F for
15 minutes.
STRAWBERRY CREAM
FILLING
2 cups milk
12 cup sugar
1-4 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup Corn starch
2 eggs, separated
1.3 cup sliced strawberries
Combine 1'2 cups of milk, 1-4
cup of the sugar and the salt
and c,tald by brito-ting just to a

to.
JANA C. PORTER
boil. Blend the remaining
cup cold milk, and the corn
starch and stir into the scalded
milk mixture. Cook until mixture boils and thickens, stirring
constantly, Cool to lukewarm.
Beat egg whites until fluffy,
add remaining 1-4 cup of sugar
and beat until stiff. Fold thoroughly into cream filling. Cool
thoroughly and fold in sliced
berries when ready to spread.
Spread thickly between layers
of cake. Sprinkle with granulated sugar. Serve with strawberry sauce or fresh strawberry ice cream. Try it! Jack
Sprat enriched flour makes
such good cakes.
Bye for now, Jana Porter
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You can get this excellent .-o you want a gooc,, attract.ve
General Electric Iron with radio for your bedroom or kitchen? This fine set can be yours
Quality Stamps.
by saving Quality Stamps!

senokeoffiliSms
FOR MST RELIEF Of
• Headache • Muscular Aches, Pains
• Cold's Pain • Cold's Feverishness
No aspirin action faster! More
people rely on St. Joseph
Aspirin's single medical ingredient than any other in-

ternal medication! Get it now.
36 Tablets 254

ultra-refine
\
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SEE AND HEAR

FORD NELSON

The Tri-State Defenee

HOME SHOW
May 2, 3, 4, at Club Ebony
Splendid Radio Performance On Big Star Show Over WDIA

Call Diamond
Africa s Best'

"
440
EACH SATURDAY morning at 11:30 your Big Star
Food Stores
of Memphii and the Mid-sothh gibe the opportunity to
aspiring
boys and girls to show what topnotch performance
they can do.
The fine group pictured above was heare on a recent
show. Left
to right first row: Odell Davis. Charlotte Drapers.
Willie Daniels
and Beulah Childress. Second row left to right: Bennie
Lee jr.,
l'erabline Scales, Robert Webb, Willie Mae Dobbins and
Edward

Jefferson. You are invited to receive a FREE
audition-try-out for
the Big Star program. Just contact WDIA at
anytime and they
will tell you when auditions are to be held. These
talented boys
and girls are destined to he stars of tomorrow and Big
Star is
happy to give them the opportunity to show their talents
over
50,000 %att. WM I.

Radio Interviews, Will Be Recorded At The M & H Cooperative Stores
Booth At The
Exposition and "PLAYED BACK" on the Big Star Radio Show at 11:30 A.M.
the following day, over WDIA.

STOP BY QUALITY STAMPS' BOOTH

•
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10 Boys From
YMCA Attend
'Nooga Meet

1

Sat., May 5, 1956
•mMI,

26 Merry High
Students Visit
Local Schools

1

Executive Secretary L. 0.
Swingler announced that approximately ten boys are represented i
Twenty-six students composing
this week at The Tennessee State I
the student council and mlnitors
Conference of Hile and Tri-Iii-Y
at Merry High School in Jackson,
groups. The two-day session is beTenn., visited the five public high
ing held at J. A. Henry Branch
schools in Memphis on Friday.
YMCA in Chattanooga.
April 20. The students were dividRev, W. C. Audrey, Boys Work
ed into groups with each group
Department Secretary, accompanvisiting different high schools. The
ied Secretary Swingler with the
TROTH TOLD — Pretty Gloria main objective of the trip was to
Boys to Chattanooga.
"Living Together" is the theme Jerone Wells whose engagement , study student council activities
to James Taliaferro lladley has carried on at the Memphis City
of the 1956 State Iii-Y, and Tri' been announced by her mother, schools.
Ili-Y Conference, according to I
Mrs. Annabelle Taylor. Mr. HadThe student council under the
Dunbar Reed, Southern Arca !
ley is the son of Mr. and Mrs. advisorship of Mrs. A. Lee
Cook,
Council YMCA secretary. Mr. !
Thomas ladley of Warren, Ark. was accompanied by
her along
Reed stated that among the prat-'
with Miss Darline Hutson, city sucipal speakers will be Hugh E.
pervisor. Mrs. 'M. K. Smith, Mrs.
Robinson, associate secretary.
M. L. Womack, and R. L. Gibbs
Southern Area Council YMCA who
all teachers at Merry High.
also holds the position of World
The group consisted of Dorothy
Services Secretary. and memberHamlett, student council presiship on the International Commit-To
tee of North American YlkICAs.
dent, Ronald IfeKe/vy, Helen
McKinney, Sharron Robinson, NorLocal delegates to the conferma Odem, Annie Wortham, Rol
ence went from lli-Y groups at
Ann Wilks, James Butler, TomBooker T. Washington, Melrose.
On May 13 the Excelsior Society mie Sue Cox, Annie M. Ozier,
Hamilton and Manassas If i g 11
Van
of the Mississippi Boulevard S. D. Askew, Flossie Dupree.
schools.
Mamie
A. church will present Mr. Carl Parks, Mary E. Baskin,
Mr. Reed will visit in Memphis
Estella
Friday, May 5, during which time Russell in a recital at Second Con- Anderson. Mary Catherine Morris,
gregational
church at 8:30.
Harold Berry, Louise Bishop,
he will meet with the Abe Scharff
Mr. Russell is rt native Mem- I.ula Glenn, Charles Bigby,
YMCA Board of Drectors, Ladies
HerAuxiliary, and a cross-section of phials and a former student of bert Rigby, Frances Jackson, Eavg
the membership-at-large.
Ear- Booker T. Washington High school. Merry, Lonnie Norman, T.inda
lier in the day Friday, Mr. Reed fie has studied voice under Mad- Shinn and Shirley Brooks gathered
will join Metropolitan YMCA Ex- ame Florence Cole McCleave of at Melrose High for an assembly
ecutive Secretary F. I,. Whitting- this city. Donna Ilarrison and Net- talent program which took place
ton as special guests as Induction , Ii Gardini at the American Conser- at
Ceremonies which Manassas High vatory of Music. and Marie Brooks
school lli-Y will carry out during Strange at Tennessee A 8: I State
university. He is also minister of
assembly period.
music at Collins Chapel CME
Prof. L. A. German, faculty
church.
member, is
advisor at Manassas.

i

Carl Russell
A

Appear

In Recital

"QUICKY" LUNCH — With
all of the business to be
transacted in a single day,
girls attending the annual convention of the North Carolina
Homemakers of America, held

last week at ALT college., had
lunch picnic style. The boxes,
containing a tasty meal, were
passed out to be more than
1600 youngsters in record time.

Shown enjoying the treat are:
Ruth VeHines and Alfrieda
Burnette, both of Burlington
and Myrtle Jeffries, Yancey.
vine.

MRS. DORA REID of Pensacola, Fla., (right) and Betty
Ann King. of Quincy. Ha.,
recent graduates of Florida
A and M university, were

Ground Broken
For New Raceway
WATERBURY, N. Y. —
— Ground was broken and work
began Monday on the construction of Roosevelt's Raceway's new '
814,000,000 grandstand, clubhouse
and track.
•

•

What wives
don't know
about sex

Greenwood Slates
State Pageant

It's
perfectly
clear..
.

is
the
ii Gin
that
makes
Martinis best
Gilbey's clarity is your promise
of the best Martini,foe
Gilbey'm is made the natural,
uncolored way...the gin
that's dry,crystal-clear,
and the right proof.
Please yourself with

GILBEY'S
GIN

•

THE WORLD AGREES
ON "GILBEY'S PLEASE"
•

Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin.
90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits.
W.& A. Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio

•

LINCOLN
nalvr. IN MOVIE

•

GIL IEY'S

•

among the many graduates of
the school attending the annual meeting of the Florida
State Teachers convention in
Pensacola.

PRESIDENT Hollis F. Price
(photo left), is shown as he
presented scholarships to the
winners in the Vocal Contest
between high school seniors
held at LeMoyne on April 27.
(L to R) Frank Lockhart, St.
Augustine school, won second
place and a scholarship val.

ed at $10; Pearl Westbrooks, Booker T. Washington
High school, received a scholarship for $150 as third place
winner; and Willie Shotwell,
B ooker T. Washington,
took first place and a scholarship for 4200. In right photo.
Dean Ernest Hooper presents
scholarships to the winners in

Mt. Pisgah High Slates
First Musical Recital
The music department of the Memories Are Made of This ....
Gilkyson, Dehr, Miller
Mt. Pisgah High school will present its first shusical recital on Brooks Reid and Special Chorus
Friday night, May 4, in the Gym- PART V
nasium of the school at 8:15 p.m. The Heavens Resound... ..Arr.
Mt. Pisgah is the newest,
from Beethoven
largest and most beautiful high
Bless the Lord,
school in Shelby county in which O My Soul... Michael Ippolitov
only high school classes are
taught. The school is located in
the Mt. Pisgah community just
four miles south of Highway 64.
The music department is under
the direction of Rev. William L.
Bell who — as the pastor of ClaySaturday — My findings are
born Temple AME church — has for those of this date of birth,
presented some very enjoyable money, travel an all the best of
musical programs at Clayborn health but I find so many with
Temple for the past several years. a chronieal condition still not of
The music for the above program a serious nature which we do not
will be rendered by the Mt. Pis- attribute to anything but destiny.
gah special chorus of 50 voices
Sunday — You are a person
and will feature Brooks Reid, who believes in doing right but so
mezzo baritone, in special selec- often put others to shame by trytions.
ing to explain your point of view.
George Hollis will read "T h e So often you lose friends by your
Creation" by James Weldon John- frank statements. I would advise
son and Miss Mertis E. Jones, of you to use a different method if
'Memphis, will be guest soloist. you still care to retain your presThe program will be as follows: tige and hold people's friendship.
Monday — You have done a
PART I
Morning
Oley Speaks far better job of attending to othSundown, Arr. from Londonderry er people's business than you have
Air
Ira B. Wilson with your own, which you have
Cadman neglected in order to keep up with
The Builder
the "Joneses." Take time out for
Special Chorus
an inventory. Give yourself a good
PART II
•Nevin checking and I am sure You will
The Rosary
Climbing Jacob's
Arr. Bell call this sound advice.
Tuesday — Sports should play
Ladder
a great part in your life a n d
Female Ensemble
should fill a great part. You
PART III
should enjoy them till you weaken
Malotte
The Lord's Prayer
to the extent of betting. But I
He
Jack Richards
still see pleasure in it for those
Adams you
The Holy City
must pay for the past time.
Brooks Reid
Stick to just liking the sports
PART IV
and forget the bets.
Where'er You Walk
Handel
Wednesday — The reason as
"Semele'')
(Aria from
much as you like to fish and so
Go Down Moses.. Arr, J. Rosa- seldom have much luck is because
mond Johnson destiny deals with life regardless
Brooks Reid
of form. Outdoor life plays a

the Interpretative Reading
Contest between high school
seniors held at LeMoyne on
April 26. (I, to R) Mose
Yvonne Brooks, Booker T.
Washington High school, received a scholarship worth
$150 as third place winner:
James Jones, Douglass High
school, won first place and a
Lift Up Your... ...E. L. Ashford
heads
Ivanov
Chorus
PART VI
Medley of Negro Spirituaps
PART VII
Inflammatus Et Accensus (aria
and Chorus) from "Stabat
Mater"—Rossini Metals E. Jones
and the Mt. Pisgah Chorus
The public is invited to hear
this program. Sercy C. Harris
is the principal of the Mt. Pisgah High school.

Wed.. May 2 — Thurs.. May I

BROKR.1•1 ARROW
Technicolor
JAMES STEWART
DEBRA PAGET
Also

MAN IN THE ATTIC
Jack Palance

Constance Smith

Mr,. 11. E. Kundy is sponsorin ,
a state pageant in the Greenii 4)0
Fri May 4 — Sal May S
CM E church auditorium Frida \
May 4, at 8 p. in.
MAN From BETTYE RIDGE
Mrs. L'ivian Robinson will he Many wives today are bound by .
LEX SARKER —MARA
Al.
CORDAY
narrator for the pageant.
. ignorance and inhibitions despite
scholasship for 9200: 3 n d
; the modern young woman's soFreddie Mae Green, Melrose
TARANTULA
The new structure is expected !1 phistication, says Dr. Abraham
JOHN AGAR — MARA CORDAY
High school, was awarded a
Stone, eminent physician and marto be ready for Roosevelt's 18th!I'
scholarship valued at $150 as
season of night harness racing riage counselor.
Son May 6-Mon . May 7.Tue., May II
second winner.
in the summer of 1957.
HELL'S ISLAND
Dr. Stone answers 17 significant
Tnci,nicolor
and
vital
questions
help."
..
.
gives
HOUSE WORKER - LIOUSEK LEPERS
JOHN PAYNE - • iARY MURPHY
! ful information and advice on this
Also
Experienced or not. A good job waiting for you. $iO to $40
LADY AND THE TRAMP
a week. Bus ticket sent if needed. Ifousebold Employment ! most important subject. In the
Techmcolee
Seri ire, 6 S. Lexington A: enue, White Plains, New York. I May Ladies' Home Journal — now
CARTOONS EVERY NIGHT
, at your newsstand!

1

wonderful newsfrom,taddlealtirAfffeetied

NOW! COLOR-KEYED MAKE-UP
CREATED JUST FOR YOU

The Stars Speak
great part in the money interests
with being able to be active.
Thursday — Sore throat a n d
many associated ailments — eye,
ear and nose play a large part
in this house but I fail to see
it hamper or in any way get between you or any form of pro- 1
gress which would cause any great
financial problems.

wet
LUCKY MART PACE IOWDIR
Choose from six perfect cotor.i eyed
shades of this soft sheer natural.
footing powder. It's the smoothest
tortured, langesticlinging Face Pow.
de. you've ever tried Only PO cerils.•

1
STAZON LIPSTICK
Lively, rich natural colors. Stays an
fresh and bright to keep you lookin•
young and pretty Protects your
lips, trio, it's creamy! In golden
mixt, case, only 51 li).°

lb000r

_
Taystee Bread
Oven ftesh

Stop using make-up colors not meantfor you. They shame your beauty!
Brands and shades of make-up that look so good on TV-blonds or fair-skinned magazine brunettes
do not, in fart, cannot ever look good on You. SO, make•up U'al ewer meant for Yon to wear since it is
not made with Yon.Sias Coloration in mind' Make-up which is completely wrong for You can make the
prettiest woman look pretty silly Isn't it true that your own mirror has often told You that Your
make-up is wrong and does not look good on You Now, there's no reason for You to use a wrong.
shade" make.up Now, there is no need to shame and hide your own natural beauty under wrong
colors Lucky Heart has solved your beauty problem'

STA20141 NAIL POLISH
Lustrous color glides smoothly onto
your nails Dries bright Resist,
chippmg. peehng Horevested with
i'pitch shades WA epolicato.. SOf•

Here's the Answer to your beauty prayers

MADAM
BELL
Greatest Palmist
The one that you all know

•

that use to live at the Mississippi State line will close
her office now and will not give readings. Due to the
bad weather she is unable to build her home. de sure
to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World
newspapers for the opening date. She'll open again when
the weather is good and will notify you where her new
office will be.

MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO
daughters or sisters reading for her while her office is
closed. Don't be misled by ethers. She will notify you of
the new location and opening date through the Tri-State
Defender or The Memphis World.

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES — MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS III 9 P.M.

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

Lucky Heart proudly presents its new Coloe.Keyed Make Up, created, designed, blended, tested and care.
fully made with yout specific skin coloration of foremost importance in our minds You 11 find a
shade of Stazon Lipstick. Rouge and Nail Polish or shades of Lucky Heart Face Powder, that blend
perfectly, add naturally to your own beauty regardless of your own particular skiroone, texture or
age You'll find a delightfully beautiful new woman looking at you from out of your own mirror
the very first time you use Lucky Heart Odor Keyed Make-Up That Woman is You, ran be You, when
You choose these new beauty aids ai yobr own enake•sip You 11 find, too, that Lucky Heart s Color•Korof
Iderfe-Up gives You the lighter, brighter, more radiant look of a natural beauty—because you'll be
wearing naturally radiant colors that truly harmonize with You No other make-up, no other menulecturer, has, or in many instances, cares, to give You this consideration. .Before you buy your next
make-up item, look deep into youc,own mirror and ask yourself "Is my make-up really right for
ME?" We think you'll see the reasons why it's time for You to switch to Lucky Heart's Color•Keyed
Afair•Up You'll be sman and look smarter And that's more than a promise, it's a guarantee?

Flow you can get your
Color-Keyed Make-Up
caor.geyi Male-Up, as are di Lucky Heart amnia. is sold only ty
neighborhood baby Heart Repremmtaritp. They're fine, friendly, courteous
people, interested in helping you choose the right cosmetics for You
Welcome them when they call If no Representative has called on You,
please send the coupon or write to Lucky Heart, Dept. 2F, Memphis,
Tenn. We will send you complete information on how You can get
Color-Keyed Make-Up, now

STAZON FLOWING KOUGI
A tiny drop, snioothly blended,adds
YOung. gtow;ni color that always
looks natural, never raga Easy
to apply booms it Sews. Ars outstanding valve for mot beauty I 90t•
Vet Oa

Lucky niiiicasinetics, Dept.TriklifueolON'
I would litie to buy lorky Heart Colcr.Keyed Metis.Up but no Logi y Haan theyone
—
sentarise calls 00 ma. Pleat* send pan
re rtel Malie•up right owsia
Name
Address

City

fon information en how I ten ket Cet!. 6:

kx
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KRAUS CLEANERS
726 MADISON AVENUE
TENNESSEE

HOTEL
3038 PARK AVENUE
4 POPLAR PLAZA
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A TALENT CONTEST sponsored here among high schools
by Tennessee State university
drew a fair-sized audience to
Ellis auditorium last Tuesday
sight, In tipper photo P r o f.
terry T. Cash, right, is congratulated by W. D. Adkins,
who presented Prof. Cash a
TV set for the Hamilton students who sold most tickets

for the affair. Looking on from
left are Dr. W. L. Crump, director of public relations at
Tennessee State; Famed pianist Lois Towles, and WDIA's
A. C. Williams, who MC'd the
talent show. Schools were
awarded a four-year scholar.
ship each and the principals
are to make the selection of
winners. Students seen in low.
er picture stood up for the

various schools represented.
From left are: Charles Dc.
lame, Manassas; Fredia Maury, Melrose; Joseph Jackson,
Jr., of Booker T. Washington standing up for Douglass;
Josie Baldridge, of Booker T.
Washington, and Hugh M.
Wade, Hamilton. These students are not necessarily the
winners of the scholarships.
(Coleman Photos)

Tenn. State Holds Talent
Contest With Lois Towles

•

Tennessee A&I university, re- rangement of the Sexte'tt
e from ship, leaving the recipient of each
resented by Dr. William L. — Lucia di Lammermoor" by
Don- , to the selection of the school
Crump, public relations director, izetti with the left
hand alone, principal.
was host to a fair-sized audience were skillfully accomplished.
Participants included:
of students, their parents and , A legendary dance
by the Span- .
friends at Ellis audirorium last ish Albeniz, was added
"He,"
a vocal by Hugh Wade
to her reTuesday night at a high school pertoire while
spending a vaca- and the Hibbelaires, of Hamilton;
talent contest with famed Lots tion in that romanti
c country, 1 trumpet solo by Leroy Foster, of
Towles as guest artist.
thus the interpretation of t h e Manassas; 'The Jasmin Door," a
Miss Towles, who is a member! rhythmic selection was quite au- I vocal by Freda Manry, of Melrose; character Ballet from the
of the university music faculty, , thentic and enjoyable.
was presented as an inspiration i The second part of the program • "Waltz of the Flowers." by Josie
to the high school students. The I was given over to the contest Mae Baldridge, of Booker T.
glamorous artist, gowned
in between the talented students of T. Washington; "Morning," a soprano solo by Mattie Bland of ,
georgeous white satin, bore the the five public high schools. A. C.
airs of the Europeans with whom Williams was master of cere- Douglass; two non-competitive sethe has recently spent quite a monies and conducted the pro- lections by the 1VDIA Teen Town- '
While studying new methods of gram in his usual suave manner. ers, Aesthetic Dance by Charles
Manassas; vocal by the Treble
laying the piano, as well as the
Each of the performers exhibitClefts of Douglass; dramatic readcustoms of the natives abroad.
ed lent talent but some were
ing from "Macbeth," by Freddie
' The audience listened attentive- more promisi
ng than others be- , Mae
Green, of Melrose; tenor solo
ly as Miss Towles gave a lecture- cause of training
.
"Come to The Fair," by Joseph
'recital of compositions that are' Owing
to the fact that most of Jackson
favorites of music lovers. The the
jr of Bookter T. Washschools had presented group
ington and Dance in Fantasy, by
Polanaise in A Flat Major, by numbers
, the judge gave each the Hamilto
n Starlighters.
Chopin and the Lechetiszky ar- of
the schools a four-year scholarHamilton High school was presented the TV set for having sold
the highest number of tickets for
RETURN BY
the event, Principal Harry T. Cash
POPULAR DEMAND
accepted it for the students from
' W. D. Adkins, manager of the
WED., MAY 2, 1956
Golden Life Insurance company of
EVANGELIST"
Brownsville, Tenn.
This is a fine gesture on the
part of our state university, encouraging the youth to better scholarship and a higher standard -of ,
of SHREVEPORT, LA.
culture in the arts.
The guest artist, Miss Towles,
has been advising and
continued her program with renhelping people since she
ditions of the popular "Clair de
was 12 years old—SpiriLune" by the French Debussy; a
tual advice on every
transcription by Liszt of the "Erlphase of life,
King" by Schubert, which had a
masterly touch; and the vigorous
Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2, by
Liszt in which the dynamic virtuosa gave all she had of energy
'and feeling.
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WE DON'T WANT YOU
ON 'EE

by Nat D.wiiiioms

A JAYCEE SALUTE
cares less. He is seen as irreThe Memphis Negro Junior sponsible and loud-mouthed.
.
Chamber of Commerce is an or- sex-crazed and vulgar. . restless
ganization that sates more than a anti non-religious. The
pictu
grunt of faint praise.
shows him as a "hep cat" whose
Seerwription rates: Ono year $6: sit months $3 SO. 12-year
It rates respectful consideration language is jive and
special subscriptiera rate, $101
those amand high commendation.
The Tri-State Defender Dom Not take Responsibility for Unsolicit
bition is to be "booted."
ed Manuscripts or Photos.
Y'see, to much too great an exThis picture of the Negro man
tent, most folk are prone to say as a shiftless, alcohol
Publish. d Every Thutsd•, by the Tr -Star. Coefondest Publishing
guzzling,
Cs. Entered at &scowl
such simple things as "That's dice shooting,
social mountebank
Class Mattel at the Memphis Post Otf:ce March 20 1922.
nice" or "It's a fine thing" or . . .as a nickel
thee, Act ii Men* 2. 1871.
grabber and
similar more er less meaning- dollar-waster and a general
liabilless expressions.
ity not capable of being serious
But aside from being an organ- about the serious things
of life. , .
ization of alert, intelligent, a n d is a heritage of
the Negro's past
buss' young men, the local Negro and the bias of
those who don't
Junior Chamber of Commerce is want to take him
seriously.
doing something significant as an
Organizations. like the Negro
organization. Sure, the group is Junior Chamber of
Commerce do
banded together to consider. dis- yeoman service
in helping to
cuss, and learn about their vari- change this mental
picture which
ous individual and collective busi- so much of society
holds. They
The Supreme Court's action — or t h e that the case can come up before
nesses. That's The -general concep- give the members
a sense of self
the
Sulack of it —on the Sarah Flemming suit preme Court again.
tion of the basic idea .behind
respect and confidence which any
against the Carolina Coach co., last week
man needs. Such organizations
Other lawyers have interpreted the de- Chamber of Commerce.
Also, it is not surprising to see help other
has left some sharply differing opinions cision as not settling
people to see the Nethe issue, but serving Chamber of Commerc
among legal experts.
as a guide for further procedures. They dis- voicing and hacking upe groups gro man in a different light end
interest in regard him with a different attiagree over the question of
Specifically, the high
different civic projects, designed tude.
• the appeal of the utilities court dismissed vestiges of t h e Plessy whether the last to
help the community grow and
vs Ferguson sepcompany from a
The local Jaycees not only replower court decision instructing the state of arate but equal doctrine have been knocked attract new businesses.
resent younger Negroes who deBut, besides measuring up in sire to own their
South Carolina to cease segregation on pub- out.
own businesses
NAACP lawyers said the ruling had no these areas the Memphis Negro or desire to be standouts in their
lic conveyances. At first glance, this seemed tike a clear cut interpretation which bearing on the conviction of Rev. Martin Junior Chamber of Commerce, professions. They also lend a basc Ii is for optimism concerning t h e
could be, broadly applied to all intrastate Luther King, jr., on a conspiracy charge; stands for even more. .
more.
travel and some newspapers came out with but it might be applied in the case of Mrs. this menIt symbolizes something leadership of Memphis Negroes
and other communities for the future.
headlines proclaiming the end of the Mont- Rosa Parks convicted of violating the state need a whole lot.
The most significant thing they
statute on segregation in travel.
goraery bus boycott.
It symbolizes the type of young are doing
is recognizing the value
On May 11, the suit of Mrs. Parks and Negro men that this and °User
In fact, the National City Lines which
of taking an active interest in
four
other
member
communi
ties should know more community trends
s of the Montgomery
own the Montgomery system sent out an
and needs over
order telling the local management to end Improvement Association testing the state about. The records have been and beyond the mere interests of
cluttered
law
on
up
so
intrastate travel will be heard in a
long with a mental race and personal promotio
discrimination in its policy. But the mayor
n.
picture of the young Negro man Their
interest in traffic safeta.
and the chief of police and the public utili- three—member Federal District court.
which
is
neither
complimentary and the slogan contest they've
So, there seems to be a lot of constituties commissioner have threatened to arrest
nor promising.
just sponsored. , .the work they
any driver or passenger w h o attempts to tional confusion. In our opinion, the high
The usual stereotype of the are
doing meth blind persons in
court
was
proceed
ing
along
carry out the order of integration and the
proper legal young Negro
lines in the same framework of t h e deci- soot-suited. ha man is that of a Memphis. . .the meetings they
bus protest by 50,000 Negroes goes on.
inkonked woman- hold during which informed
In Virginia, three cities, Norfolk, Rich- sions in the Schools cases. Now that the bus chaser, whose chief pride and sons in specific fields speakperto
mond and Portsmouth, ended segregation on company in Chicago has formally ordered boast is his ability to handle a them. . .all are cases in point, law
the
end to segregation in Montgomery, the cue stick and a fly chick. The illustrating
buses, but the lawyers are arguing.
what might be called
In
usual
Washington, Father Joseph Snee of the city fathers are committing financial hari man ispicture of a young Negro the most significant thing about
that of an extravagant the local
kini when they block the ord.,r; because the
• Georgetown university Law School,
Negro Junior Chamber
ignoramus who knows little and of
said the Negroes "re still remaining off
Commer
.
ce.
the buses
appeal was dismissed on the technic
"You know I wish my Cousin more,' I said and I started to calls drink) then money to-pay
al and the deficit is ;ding up higher and
highground that a final decision on the case
Minnie would leave New York and hang up, but before I got the hook for a job at the employment ofhad er. The walls are crumbling, but some
t te/ali tell 0/
not been reached by the lower courts.
go on back down home to Virginia from my ear, Minnie called me a fice, then money to get out of the
He hards would rather be silly than right. die•
10
where she come from," allowed name which no man can take on job in the subway, then money
said the ruling in itself did not conside
r the
It is encouraging that in sonic parts of the
Simple. "Harlem is too much for the phone. In fact, she were so to get another job after she quit
question of segregation, and he
predicted South, sanity is prevailing.
her."
indignant she called me out of the first job because the lady did
"Why? What's happened now?" my name. So I was forced to re- not like frozen food, and Minnie
I asked,
ply. Just then Central said. 'Five said she did not intend to shell
''Minnie has done got behind in cents more, please.' which Min- no fresh peas when they come alTHE MOST COMFORTABLE SEAT
her rent and is about to be evict- nie did not have. So our conver. ready shelled frozen. Now she
Forced to accept and live un- repeated
Checking back over our editorials, we
ed from the house where she sation was cut off on an un- wants money to keep from gethis
story.
"Why
back
suddenly realized with a shudder that from from the P olo Grounds in Manhattan? der Jim crow conditions, many there, he said, "you don't have rooms at." said Simple. "So she pleasant note with the last word ling put out, in the street because
Campy is catching a n d that "joyous gi- Negroes have rationalized their people pushing
the way we've been fighting the battle
by you all the come calling me up from a pay being Ol innie's. Boy, did you ever she is three weeks behind on her
for raffe," Bill Russell is packing for the Olym- acceptance of it — some to the time and
rent. Minnie thinks I am a Relict
climbing over you." phone to ask me am I going to have a begging realtive'."'
civil rights we've sounded like a lot
point where their mental maof
No longer than Saturday night, let her get put out in the street." "Who hasn't had such kinfolks?" Station, else God — and I ain't
Gloomy Guses with frozen faces. Our job is pics.
"What did you say?"
I asked,
"Mr. Wonderful" is going right ahead neuverings have become con• April 21, he was called
nothing but a man, a working
to keep on fighting and never relent
upon to
victions.
"I told Minnie I has nothing to "Just when Joyce and me get man, and a colored man at that.
until in his inmitable way, despite the critics
explain
that
"the
big
and
the last vestiges of second class
back
seat
But
do with the matter, being as l'm a phone in our room, after being Do you believe Minnie's in her
not such a person was a
citizenship they're rocking and rolling in Birmin
in this land have disappeared.
gham rather loquacious colorful char- in the bus is the most comfor- neither her landlord, her husband, married almost two years with- right mind?"
with a phooey to the White Citizens Coun- acter
table. That's why I tide There. her father,
called Nubby who is well
nor her brother. I am out a phone of our own, who "I think she is simply uninformHowever, it's spring and our hearts are cil.
It's wider. I get more elbow just
King Cole has taken out a life member- known around the beer
an off-cousin — not even by should come to New York and ed as to your habitual state of
young and gay—(who says we ain't?)
and wine
room."
marriage."
start phoning me but Cousin Min- irnpecunity," I said. "Ma.ny newmaybe we ought to take time out f and ship with the NAACP. All is forgiven son. joints of Norfolk. Va.
r om Come home.
Then Monday, April 23 the
"Minnie said, 'Jess, I did not nie! I got a good mind to take ly arrived immigrants from the
Aside
from occasionally workmanning the ramparts to do a little reflectDid we hear some politicians politick- ing at one job or another, usu- U. S. Supreme Court killed all waste this dime to call you up to my phone out of its socket."
South think all New Yorkers are
ing on some of the good things that
have ing? Take it easy boys. There's four ally late at night so his days state and local Jim Crow laws listen to no such talk as that con- "Then she'd probably come to rich. They don't realize that we,
been happening.
on buses. Nubby was loud in cerning our cousinship, which is your home and worry you in per- too, live from day to day,
and evenings are
months to go yet until convention t I
from
m e. convivial communi free for his his praise of the action. Ile had by blood, if not by law. I needs son," I said,
Well, there's Ernie Banks and the Cubs
hand to mouth."
ons
Pardon
with his
113 please while we
take
some time friends, he likes nothing
and Minnie Minoso is around with
talked such a good fight, he me some money.'
"Not if my wife put the evil "I have tried to break that saa,
better
t h e out to say "It's spring and we ain't
"Now, I hate to get too plain eye on her," said Simple. -Joyce news to Mininie," said Simple,
mad at than to argue the issues of the felt that he in someway was reWhite Sox and did we hear a "Say
Hey" nobody; at least for today!"
sponsible for the Supreme Court spoken with anybody, least of all is a good girl, hut she can look "but it does not seem to peneday while someone else buss
a woman. But I had to tell Min- so-000-oo-000 mean at times that Irate. I have put my hand in my
decision.
-the drinks.
nie what I thought she was. After even me, her lawful wedded hus. pocket and turned it inside out
His boast has always been that
Wednesday, a friend on his
which I told her what I thought band, am scared to look back at to show her that my pockets
he is a race man and that he is
way home from work saw Nubare
she wasn't — which is that s h e her, Joyce can keep Minnie out empty. I have told Minnie
a staunch and uncompromising
that
by on the Church at. bus. He
ain't right bright. Minnie ought of our house. Only reason she has my wife and me runs on a budfighter for full rights for Newasn't on the back seat. He was to
could look at me and tell I not done so up to now is be- get and that the budget runs' out
Bias And The South
groes.
sitting right behind the driver. have
However, no one knows
ment. Let our age he an age of fleet that God
no money. I also told Minnie cause Joyce tried to treat the beifore the week does. But I
is just and that of anything
concrete he has ever
Dear Editor: I have just com- improvement in a day of peace. His justice
The word got around and when that she is not stable, as the Re- woman right because Minnie
cannot sleep for- done — even
is want to tell you one thing —
so little as make
pleted reading several of your Let us cultivate a true spirit of ever." —
Nubby turned up at his favorite lief folks says, because to my kinfolks. But Minnie is driving
tousin or not, the next. time MinArthur L Long, Cen- a contribution
kinto the NAACP,
editorial pages in different edi- union and harmony among all tral State college,
liquoring spot, the question was knowledge she has had four jobs ship into the ground. Minnie loves nie asks me for
money, I am goWilberfo
rce,
Sometim
e
ago,
a
jesting
friend
put to him. "Why had he aban- in three weeks and kept none of money more than she does me, ing to sic Joyce on her, and
tions on the pro and con discus- races of mankind. In pursuing the Ohio.
I
hurt his pride by pointing out doned the back seat, You al- them. 'Furthermore, Minnie,'
sion of the age old problem — great objective which our condiI else she would not bug me with bet
you
Minnie
understands
• * •
to
him
in
front
of
his
tion
audience
ways said it was the most com- says, 'you are not sober. I can the word so much. From the first then!"
points out to us, let us act
SEGREGATION — and I feel that
that he was no better than any
tell right now the way you talk on time I laid eyes on Cousin Min- "Why would you bring Joyce
fortable."
it is an obligation to express my under a settled conviction that
Sugges
ts
Fund
other Negro since he, like the
. lie smiled sheepisly. but he this phone you are not sober. To- nie she needed money. First, mon- into your family affairs?" I askviews, especially during this per- these 48 states are one country.
otbers, meekly took a seat in the
is a resourceful man. "Oh, morrow, you will have a hang- ey to stay in town after she got ed,
iod of great animation.
How can we ever attain a pure Dear Editor: After reading the
rear when he had occasion to
that," he stammered. "Well, it's over, and cannot go to work again. here, then money to buy some- "Joyce is my loving wife." said
article
in
the
Daily Defender of
Today, democracy as we con- democracy when our southern
ride the busses.
like this. That back scat was the Don't bother me about money no thing to eat, (which is what she Simple.
ceive it, is under attack from brothers keep dealing in retro- March 21 about Lincoln Nursing
"Of course. I do", be admit- most comfortable then.
Had I
many directions. It is dangerous spect? Their section of the coun- school, I decided to write
this ted, "but not for the reason you
sat anywhere else some white
to try to brush the criticisms try is at a plateau in progsess. letter. I think
it would be a big think. I sit back there because
person might have cussed me,
aside; they must be understood How long will they let pigmenset back if this great nursing that back seat is the most com- or the driver might have askand if possible answered. It may tation impede the progress of an
school went under. I suggest the fortable. Even if there wasn't
ed me to move, or I might have
be well to note that some of the ever growing country?
any jim crow I'd ride back
got into a fight. Sure it was the
Defender
start
fund
a
to save this there,"
critics are men of goodwill who
Can the mere fact of a darker
he asserted.
most comfortable then. No one
have thoughtful arguments to of- brother sitting in a class room or school.
No one believed him, of
bothered
me back there. But
fer. They question the desirabil- occupying the initial scats in I am sure there are 100,000 course, but
time after time in
this is a new day. I'm comfortThe institution of marriage got other story in the memory of some critic's as a sad commenity of liberty, deny the primacy transportation vehicles cause such well-wishers throughout the coun- the face of taunts
and jeers he
able now anywhere on the bus." a terrific boost last week and, no many press
of individuals, and consider hu- a terrific BOOM in the South? try where
veterans. Incidentally tary on the intelligence of both
the Defender is circu- elltilinallIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiillEia111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111
11111IIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111 °latter "'hat scune Bolsheviks may more reporters and photographers the editors and the readers.
man inequality as inevitable if Why can't we make the entire
lated. By contributing one dollar
think, it is here to stay,
were present for the Monaco mar- Well, the critics will he right as
not desrable.
country a vast and splendid moneach,
they could make possible
His royal highness Prince Rain- riage than were at Geneva when usual. Nevertheless, I am 30 tired
Our southern section of our ument, not of oppression and
ier and his bride, Miss Grace Kel- President Eisenhower met with of reading headlines of doom, dancountry has made us totally terror, but of wisdom, of peace, the salvation of the school.
ly of the Philly Kellys, got the those two Russian rulers better ger and disaster, that I regardashamed for the manner in which and last, but not least, liberty? If you think this suggestion is
ed the silly stories out of Monaco
top billing in the press for their known as B and K.
they have conducted themselves. When all three are combined we worth trying, please let me know.
adventure on the blue-chip matricomic relief, badly needed
My
wife
want
and
I
send
to
in
The enormous expense and trou- as
It seems as though the true veil might gaze upon our country
monial seas. .A close second was
and much appreciated by the rank
the first $2. Also, I shall speak
ble to which some newspapers
of ignorance has not been thor- with admiration.
newshawk Clifton Daniel and his
to my friends of the effort in
went to bring news from the Mon- and file.
oughly lifted from our southern
In the words of the great
bride, the only daughter of forcase
you
think
the
idea
good.
is
aco front lines is well illustrated Would it not be a wonderful
brother's face.
statesman Thomas Jefferson, "I I'm sure your publicati
mer President Harry Truman.
ons could
by the action of the Photo editors world if all we had to worry about
Our goal should be improve- tremble for my country when I rettohepp
do even better than the 100,000
roaypeertshaatIsCoup
r front
ciadrriisedcoaloc.
of thepage
Chicago Tribune. In a was the romance of a Prince in
blijnudst
,
goal, and it will mean so much
story, the Trib told elevator shoes and the tall daughcounts of the impending wedlock how it scooped
to future nurses. — 0. James
the U. S. Press ter of a rich Philadelphia brickof Miss Autherine Lucy of Ala- on a color photo of the wedding. layer? Vhen this kind of nonsense
Porter, Chicago, Illinois,
can make headlines for dayi on
bama and a Texas minister and
of Sammy Davis, jr. and a Chi- ... Exposed but undeveloped color- end in the press of our country,
of the needs of man recognizing
films from the crew of Tribune you don't have
ferns
cago model,
to worry about the
human high and low points includphotographers on hand in Monaco future. However lousy
the preeent
great
many people who con- .,were
A
ing themselves.
shipped to London and then may seem, we
know that life can
sider themselves sophisticated,
They are willing to work with
across the Atlantic by Pan Amer- be beautiful,
that fairy stories are
and too urbane to approve of
and for men for their education.
ican Airways. From New York for real, that there
professe
is a pot of
d
corn,
be
to
bored if not the
They also make allowances f o r
films Were flown to Chicago gold at the end of
rainbow
nauseated with the reams of news- ,
the
I There is a great need today for there are mental cracks. In case the vast difference in the thinking
e here they were processed . . . and our ship
is coming in, sooner
print given over to the Monaco
human personalities that are en- of the flood waters, the safest way of men. They are wiling to make
12 men made the etchings of four or later.
production which featured Miss copper
riching.
to prevent a crack is to give the personal sacrifices to win others
plates one of red, blue,
Kelly.
There are changes taking place water an outlet. Therefore, t h e to their broad, also inclusive, way
yellow and black. In the stereoSome of the newspaper editors typing department 20 pres
among men throughout the world, safest way to prevent a mental of thinking. The mind of a man
s
here seemed to have gotten weary plates were made
Any change from the usual upsets crack during transitions is to give is the measure of the man. No
for each color,
the
Monaco
of
deal
and
very
deman's emotions an-' his behavior, men free and enriched minds.
a total of 80 plates."
man can become greater than
liberately gave Papa Truman's
This upset of man's emotional SEEING VS. HEARING
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Dr. Ralph
his mind. No man is small that
daughter better treatment. The If you have ever seen these Bunche, United Nations under-se
tendencies and behavior inclineBecause of man's limited knowl- has a great mind. Moreover, the
big
color plates, you will appreChicago Tribune, for instance, cartions is greatest during social edge and experience, he learns mind of man is the blueprint of
cretary, will deliver Saturday the
ciate
the
work
involved
this
in
some
ried
very
pointed cartoons
changes such as are going on to- better by what he sees than .by us character, the gateway to his
second of three Sidney Hillman
and stories which showed that project which resulted in one col- Foundation
what he hears. Seeing is a bettet oul and his indicator of eternity
day.
lectures at Fisk tutithey much preferred the marriage or photo on the hack page of the versity.
The drive within man for physi- example than hearing. Every per
An enriching personality is
Trin
which,
on
the
paper
saw.
Missouri
I
in
over the one in Moncal protection and his dread of son is someone's example. Exam nan's greatest gift to himself and
He will speak on "The Colonial
aco. This despite the fact that the looked like the devil.
loss causes his thinking to become ples help to solve any problem ithers, also his great show of apIssue and the United Nations."
Tribune has always treated Mr.
easily conditioned.
Critics of the American Press
individua ireciation to God for creating
Changes
The first Fisk-Hillman lecturer
present
Truman as if he were a stumble like
, Whenever a conditioned mind problems. Individual problems im.
Dr. Hutchins, former presi- was Dr. Pierre Donzelot. director
bum.
dent of the University of Chicago, general of the French ministry
becomes disturbed, it is like a make group problems. Grour
The ability to change one's mind
Whatever you may think of the are no doubt disgusted with all of national
crack in a levee which holds flood problems make state and national 6 the greatest difficulty in any
education. The final
Rainier-Kelly romance, it was the fuss made over the
waters, something destructive problems and national problem - change. The examples of a changMona- lecturer will he Dr. Kenneth Lindof
the
hottest
one
items
ever han- co mess. It received news space say, former member of
happens to the levee as well to can cause world problems.
ed mind are the greatest aid to
Parliadled by the American press in all out of proportion
that which the levee protects.
to its im- ment and civil lord of the Adair-.
An enriching human personality any change. This thing works both 'That nag you picked last year was so slow
They must peace time. It accounted for portance,
they will probably ar- ally of Great
During any transitional period, is one that has a world-wide view ways.
have docked it with a calendar!"
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A Declaration
Of
Negro Intentions
Dr. Joseph Harrison Jackson,
President,
Nationa: 3aptist Convention, U. S. A,
Inc.,
Pastor, Olivet Baptist Church.

A Manifesto set forth by Dr. Joseph Harrison Jackson, president of the National
Baptist Convention, U. S. A., Inc., and adopted by the Executive Committee of the
National Baptist Convention, U. S. A., Inc., in Chicago, April 3, 1956, and unanimously
approved by "The State of the Race Conference" representing a cross section of
Negro leaders of the U.S. in Washington, D. C., April 24, 1956 It has also met with
wide acceptance from some members of Congress, the general public, and the
press, radio and television.

At all times we INTEND to support the Federal Constitution, to obey the laws of the land,to avoid contempt
of courts, and to respect the judgements and decrees of
the Supreme Court of the United States of America, and to always
abide by the same.

NT

W
. etyINthTtEND
rusadte against all thte.evilhs in our society
are designed o poison
ve uman
and to crush the constructive growth of human
personality, and to fight against the false doctrine which claims that
some men are by origin, birth and nature, superior to others.

Whatever Ls said or done against the United States of
America by enemies, foreign or domestic; we will oppose
with all our heart, mind, body, soul and strength.
We INTEND to continue to teach our children that this
nation is a great free republic of law and order, with a
system of government of the people, by the people and
for the people. And any person who disobeys the laws of the land
and teaches others to do so is a declared enemy of this nation, and
is working for its overthrow, and hence, does not deserve the right
of free participation in the nation's life, and is unworthy of the security that the country gives, and is subject to the penalties of the
law.
We shall also teach our children that this nation under God,
was founded in the spirit of justice, freedom, and due regard for
moral law, and cannot survive without remaining true to its foundation principles.

IV

We INTEND to participate in the total cultural life of
he nation, both for personal growth a n d development,
and for the further progress of the country itself.

We INTEND always to cherish and to give thanks for
those natural endowments and special gifts that have
made our race great; and pledge all of our talents and
resources in the building of a better social order and a more
democratic world
"n spite of the doctrine of segregationists, we shall al..rays believe that the basic quality of distinction is
-tiaracter not color; and the stature of a person is determined b.. the power of his mind, purity of his heart, and highest possible dedication of his life.

VI

While we shall recognize a need for the patience
that accompanies growth, w e INTEND a t all
times to reject that doctrine of gradualism which
implies that the established laws of the land should be gradually applied and gradually obeyed in order to respect the unjust traditions of men, and to give free reign and honor to destructive prejudices.

VIII

We INTEND to take every legal step to employ every
constructive measure, and to cooperate with every group
of loyal Americans in the struggle to preserve all of the
nation's ideals, and to overcome every economic, political and cultural stumhling block that hinders the further progress of this
great republic.

Ix

With LOVE for our NATION. r;OOD WILL TOWARDS ALL, UTTER DEVOT ON to the FEDERX
AL CONSTITUTION, a n d UNDYING FAITH in
GOD; we INTEND to continue our struggle for the complete vic•ory of freedom on every front, an -I nreservation of the soul of the
nation, whatever the cost. AND if we are
by the forces of opnression before our high ourpo-. is achieved; we pray that we shall
sleep under the shadows of the flag that we love, and that our flowing blood shall help to wash from the nation's life, every blot of
shame; and our bleached bones shall !Ielp to fertilize our hallowed
soil for those who come after us; and our sacred dust shall be a silent tectimonv and a lact;”Q memorial to our eternal quest for
JUSTICE, PEACE and GOODWILL.
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